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MANAGEMENT REPORT
About Vulcan Group
Business Model and corporate profile
Founded in 2018, Vulcan’s unique, Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project (the Project) aims to
decarbonise lithium production through developing the world’s first Zero Carbon Lithium™
business, with the co-production of renewable geothermal energy on a mass scale.
By adapting existing technologies to efficiently extract lithium from geothermal brine, Vulcan
is aiming to deliver a local source of sustainable lithium for Europe, built around a net zero
carbon strategy with a strict exclusion of fossil fuels. Already an operational renewable energy
producer, Vulcan will also provide renewable electricity and heat to local communities.
Vulcan’s combined geothermal energy and lithium resource is the largest in Europe, with
license areas in the Upper Rhine Valley, Germany, and in Italy. Strategically placed in the heart
of the European electric vehicle market to decarbonise the supply chain, Vulcan is rapidly
advancing the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project to ensure timely market entry, with the ability to
expand to meet the unprecedented demand that is building in the European markets.
United by a passion for environmentalism, leveraging scientific solutions and guided by the
Company’s values, Vulcan has a unique, world-leading scientific and commercial team in the
fields of lithium chemicals and geothermal renewable energy. Vulcan is committed to
partnering with organisations who share its decarbonisation ambitions and has binding lithium
offtake agreements with some of the largest cathode, battery and automakers in the world.
Vulcan is dual listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX), and the regulated market of
the Frankfurt.Stock Exchange (FSE), in the Prime Standard market segment. Consistent with
the regulatory and reporting obligations of the FSE, Vulcan’s FY22 reporting suite also includes
the FY22 Group Management Report (Konzernlagebericht). The Konzernlagebericht has been
prepared in accordance with the Deutscher Rechnungslegungsstandard Nr. 20 (DRS 20).
Vulcan’s reporting suite is available on the Company’s website at https://v-er.eu .

Defining ‘Zero Carbon’

Whilst Vulcan will use zero fossil fuels to power its process, the Company recognises that
across any industrial plant development it is impossible to truly have zero greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, especially during construction. Vulcan’s strategy is to be as close to “real
zero” GHG emissions as possible, whilst using the Company’s excess renewable energy
generation to ensure its net zero carbon position is always maintained. Vulcan therefore
defines “Zero Carbon” as being net zero greenhouse gas emissions across all Vulcan’s
operations for Scopes 1, 2 and 3. This includes a net offset effect by being a net producer
of renewable energy, and decarbonising the German energy grid. It also includes a
commitment to use zero fossil fuels to power the lithium production process, i.e. to use
only renewable energy. Net zero carbon also means that Vulcan will continue working to
mitigate, reduce and offset emissions across all other aspects of the business including
value chain and employee specific.
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Group Structure
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Management strategy and objectives
Vulcan was founded in 2018 on an environmentally focused goal, namely, to decarbonise
lithium production for electric vehicle batteries, through developing the world’s first Zero
Carbon Lithium™ business, with co-production of renewable geothermal energy on a mass
scale. Vulcan is focused on building a new company from the ground up, as a global leader in
our field, whilst being both prosperous and sustainable.
Vulcan’s purpose, to empower a zero carbon future, is underpinned by its values and creates
momentum to deliver on the Company’s strategy; to be global leaders in the production of carbon
neutral, fossil-free lithium whilst being nature positive.
Vulcan believes its competitive strengths put it in an advantageous position to execute its midterm
business strategy and distinguish the Company from its competitors in the future. These strengths
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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A clear goal and strategy built around implementing the world's first net zero carbon footprint,
zero fossil fuels, lithium production business;
A well-balanced business model with potential for dual revenue sources planned through
lithium chemicals and renewable energy business;
Access to a strategically located and scalable lithium raw materials resource, estimated by the
Company to be the largest lithium resource in Europe;
Potential to be a very low operating cost lithium business;
Well-positioned to capitalise on the expected dynamic transition to electric mobility and
renewable energy in Europe, through the ability to offer a sustainable lithium product from its
Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project; and
Access to capital markets, proven ability to obtain funding to execute its business strategy and
to implement the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project and distinct international profile.
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Execution of Vulcan’s strategy in FY22
THE KEY ELEMENTS OF
VULCAN’S STRATEGY
Ensure local support from
stakeholders for the Zero
Carbon Lithium™ Project

Grow the business by
investing in the expansion
of the Vulcan team

Build-out renewable energy
and lithium hydroxide
production in a stepwise,
modular fashion, to
accelerate growth

Access to a strategically
located and scalable lithium
raw materials resource,
estimated by the Company
to be the largest lithium
resource in Europe
Continue to develop solid
and long-standing
customer relationships and
strong ties with the latest
developments in lithium
end-markets

FY22 DELIVERY AGAINST STRATEGY
Successful dual-listing on Prime Standard of Frankfurt Stock Exchange was an
important step in expanding Vulcan’s European investor base and international
exposure, while also fostering public and community acceptance of the Zero
Carbon Lithium™ Project in Germany.
Multiple community roadshows, consultations and public events were successfully
conducted in the Upper Rhine Valley region in which Vulcan operates. A community
info centre was also opened.
The acquisition of world class geothermal sub-surface engineering company
GeoThermal Engineering GmbH (GeoT), now renamed Vulcan Energy Sub-Surface
Solutions (VES) as well as the geothermal surface consultancy company Global
Engineering and Consulting GmbH (“Gec-co”), now renamed Vulcan Energy
Engineering (VEE), complemented Vulcan’s strategic skillset in geological and
geothermal engineering.
The Vulcan team increased from nine full time equivalent (FTE) in FY21 to 129 in
FY22.
Acquisition of Natür3Lich Insheim, an entity which owns and operates the Insheim
geothermal power plant. The acquisition established Vulcan as a revenue
generating, renewable energy producer.
Acquisition of electric drill rigs and the establishment of Vulcan’s own drilling
company, Vercana, was an important step for the Company during the period,
consistent with the objective to consolidate Vulcan’s major strategic position in
the Upper Rhine Valley.
The Company completed the acquisition of Global Geothermal Holding UG (GGH).
GGH was Vulcan’s joint venture partner holding the granted Taro license in the
Upper Rhine Valley as well as the Ludwig and Hesbach (formerly Rheinau)
exploration license applications. This acquisition consolidates Vulcan’s major
strategic holding in the Upper Rhine Valley, as part of the plan to rapidly advance
the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project towards production.
Five lithium hydroxide binding offtake agreements were signed with top tier
automotive, battery and cathode makers: Volkswagen, Stellantis, Renault, LG
Energy Solution and Umicore. Significantly, Vulcan’s current plans for lithium
production are now fully booked for the first five years of operation. The quality
and diversity of Vulcan’s lithium offtakes is unmatched by the Company’s peers, a
reflection of the environmental and strategic importance of the project.
Stellantis has since invested €50m into Vulcan, becoming its second largest
shareholder.

Develop next generation
lithium compounds and
advance circular economy
approaches to lithium, in
line with Vulcan Group’s
core sustainability values
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The Company produced the first battery quality lithium hydroxide monohydrate
(LHM) from piloting operations. The plant sample exceeded traditional battery grade
LHM product including best on the market battery grade specifications required
from offtake customers, at >56.5% LiOH.H2O and with very low impurities.
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Management Systems and Steering
The Vulcan Group’s internal management system is based on five core performance indicators.
These are influenced by the Company’s strategic goals and monitored on a regular basis. The
following indicators are essential for steering the Vulcan Group:
• Strong cash position
• Revenue
• Capital expenditure
• Operating expenses
• Building a world-class team
• Net zero carbon position
Securing and maintaining a strong cash position is of most importance and Vulcan was able to
improve its cash position from €72m on June 30, 2021 to €175m at the end of FY22.
Fast ramp-up of the Project is attached to a cash burn profile including capital expenditure
and operating expenses. Capital expenditure increased from €4.5m to €67.9m and operating
expenditure grew to €27.5m from €7.0m.
A world class team is one of the key strengths of Vulcan and will be instrumental in the Company’s ability
to successfully execute on the project development strategy. The Company’s workforce increased by
120 FTE during the period, compared to FY21. Just under 50% of this increase came from acquisitions
with the remainder being organic growth.

Vulcan’s aim is to deliver a local source of sustainable lithium for Europe, built around a net
zero carbon strategy with a strict exclusion of fossil fuels. The acquisition of Natür3Lich
Insheim is in line with this steering indicator and adds renewable energy producer alongside
Vulcan’s zero carbon lithium product. The Australian Vulcan business has been certified as
carbon neutral by Climate Active since 2020, with the German operations now also certified as
carbon neutral by South Pole for the calendar year 20211.
Steering the Group on a shared basis, Vulcan Group’s management also distinguish between
the segments concerning the performance indicators. Strong cash position is only considered
on the Group level. Capital expenditure is a reasonable KPI for Australia and Germany, as the
operations in EU, non-Germany have only just commenced. Operating expenditures are also
used to steer the segments of Australia and Germany. Building a world-class team indicator is
at the moment primarily important for Germany, given the segment is responsible for the
supply of geothermal energy, exploration relating to the Zero Carbon Lithium Project™ and
engineering services. A net zero carbon position is important on the group level as it is central
to Vulcan’s strategy to strictly exclude fossil fuels from production.

Research and Development
While Vulcan is focused on project development using proven technology where possible,
research and development (R&D) is conducted at Vulcan’s own labs, and also will be performed
with research partners like the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, the University of Stuttgart,
TU Darmstadt and other institutions to clarify geological parameters and further optimise
lithium extraction processes during the development of the project.
Furthermore, Vulcan’s subsidiaries Vulcan Energy Subsurface Solutions (VESS) and Vulcan
Energy Engineering (VEE) have been involved in numerous research and development projects
at European and national German level.
1

This certification excludes Natür3Lich Insheim due to the acquisition occurring on 31 December 2021, outside the year scope.
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Key R&D projects include:
Vulcan Energy Engineering (VEE)
Effeo
Increasing efficiency of geothermal power plants
via Project Management Jülich

Vulcan Energy Subsurface Solutions (VESS)
CROWDTHERMAL
Empowering the European public to directly participate
in the development of geothermal projects with the
help of alternative financing schemes (crowdfunding)
and social engagement tools.

GreGeo
Aims to develop a new well completion strategy that
aims to establish a corrosion-resistant alternative to
steel.

MEET
Multidisciplinary and multi-context demonstration of
EGS exploration and Exploitation Techniques and
potentials

GEORISK project
Aims to develop financial schemes and mitigate
the impact of the resource risk

DGE-Rollout
Roll-out of Deep Geothermal Energy in Northwest
Europe

GeoThermScaling
Development and evaluation of advanced iron boridebased
anti-corrosion coating with high resistance to
corrosion and scaling for deep geothermal
applications.

About 90% of development costs incurred during the year were capitalised.
No depreciation on capitalized development costs was carried out in the reporting period as
production was not started by now.
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Economic report
Economic Environment
Overall Industry Situation
Vulcan was founded in direct response to key macro-economic and industry settings in Europe
and internationally including the decarbonisation of the global economy and the electrification
of transport, the global need for a sustainable lithium product and Europe’s unprecedented
need for lithium chemicals. Further, in direct response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, there is
a growing need for Europe, in particular Germany, to have a secure, reliable and renewable
local source of energy, particularly heating and cooling. Over the course of the year, market
fundamentals and macro-policy settings underpinning this project continued to strengthen
and Vulcan expects this trend to continue.
On an international level, momentum has continued to build over the last twelve months, as
the world rushes to mitigate the impact of climate change. It began with the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report2, released in August 2021, AR6 Climate Change 2021:
The Physical Science Basis. United Nations Secretary General António Guterres summarised
the report as a “code red for humanity”3. This was closely followed by a gathering of world
leaders in New York City for Climate Week in September 2021. The United States of America
(US) and China made significant commitments in the fight against climate change. The US
doubled its climate aid support4. China announced an end to funding for international coal
power plants5.
In Europe, work is ongoing to deliver the transformative Green Deal6. First launched in 2019,
the Green Deal is focused on ensuring zero net emissions of greenhouse gases in the EU by
2050. Over the last 12 months the European Commission has joined the European Climate Pact
and pledged to make its operations climate neutral by 2030 and, in response to the global
energy market disruption, launched the REPowerEU Plan aimed at producing clean energy and
diversifying energy supplies. Further, in September 2022, the European Commission
announced new critical minerals legislation to help boost supplies of minerals such as lithium
and rare earths. The legislation is in recognition of the fact that sustainable raw materials are
critical to the continent achieving their climate neutrality ambitions7.
In Germany, Robert Habeck and the Green Party secured their best result at a national poll8 in
the country’s federal election in September 2021. The resulting ‘traffic light’ coalition
government of the Social Democratic Party, the Free Democratic Party and the Greens is led
by Chancellor Olaf Scholz and is committed to securing the goal of climate neutrality.
Specifically, the coalition agreement9 outlines commitments to generate almost all the
country’s electricity from renewable resources by 2035 and for 50% of heat to be sourced in a
climate-neutral way by 2030. Significant to Vulcan is Germany’s ambition for all new cars sold
to be electric by 2035. This reflects the goals of the European Union, including the Green Deal.
In June 2022 lawmakers supported a proposal, made by the European Commission last year,

2

IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), The Working Group I contribution to the Sixth Assessment Report, Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis, IPCC, 2021,
accessed August 2022.
3
UN (United Nations), Secretary-General Calls Latest IPCC Report ‘Code Red for Humanity’, Stressing ‘Irrefutable’ Evidence of Human Influence, UN, 9 August 2021, accessed August 2022.
4
V Volcovici, ‘Biden pledges to double U.S. climate change aid; some activists unimpressed’, Reuters, 22 September 2021, accessed August 2022.
5
V Volcovici, ‘In climate pledge, Xi says China will not build new coal-fired power projects abroad’, Reuters, 23 September 2021, accessed August 2022.
6
European Commission, ‘A European Green Deal; Striving to be the first climate neutral continent’, European Commission website, n.d., accessed August 2022.
7
European Commission (EC), ‘Critical Raw Materials Act’, EC, 14 September 2022, European Commission website, accessed September 2022.
8
H Livingstone, ‘German Election: Social Democrats secure narrow win as CDU plunges to historic low – as it happened’, The Guardian, 27 Sept 2021, accessed August 2022.
Koalitionsvertrag 2021 – 2025 zwischen der Sozialdemokratischen Partei Deutschlands (SPD), BÜNDNIS 90 / DIE GRÜNEN und den Freien Demokraten (FDP) / Coalition agreement 2021 2025 between the SPD BÜNDNIS 90 / DIE GRÜNEN and the Free Democrats (FDP)
9
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to require a 100% reduction in CO2 emissions from new cars by 2035 which would make it
impossible to sell fossil fuel-powered vehicles in the EU from that date10.
Over the last six months, policy and economic decision-making has been done in the shadow
of the war in Ukraine which has forced a reassessment of current policies in many areas,
including and especially energy. Germany’s dependence on Russian fossil energy imports must
be significantly reduced – and as quickly as possible.
The German and European governments have put forward policies prioritising the rapid growth
of renewable energy sources in response to the magnitude of the energy threat, including
geothermal. Vulcan is focused on working with the German government and other European
governments to support the development and utilisation of efficient and zero carbon
geothermal energy to enhance energy security and neutralise the growing threat on energy
and battery metals supply from geopolitical events.
The German government has started a € 3 billion funding program to support heating grids to
be fed by renewable energies. Heating grids using geothermal energy will be the main
beneficiaries of the program.

K Abnett, ‘EU lawmakers back ban on new fossil fuel cars from 2035’ Reuters, 9 June 2022, accessed August 2022.
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Lithium and economic situation of the chemical industry
Lithium is a key and irreplaceable component in lithium-ion batteries which are then used in
electric vehicles and renewable energy storage. It is a cornerstone resource of global efforts
to mitigate climate change.
The demand for, and prices of, lithium hydroxide are influenced by various factors, including
the state of the global economy, the stability of international trade, global and regional
capacity and supply, government policies, regulatory developments to promote electric
vehicles, currency exchange fluctuations, other commodity prices and developments in the
industrial and commercial uses of lithium hydroxide and other alternative commodities.
There are three key industry trends relevant to Vulcan. Firstly, Vulcan believes that Europe will
represent a significant source of demand for electric vehicles in the coming years, and expects
that demand for lithium products, particularly lithium hydroxide, will increase in Europe in line
with growth in electric vehicle production and sales, as well as changes in manufacturing
plans. Secondly, Europe’s need to develop more resilient and independent supply chains for
critical commodities, including lithium. Finally, Vulcan believes there is a shift towards
sustainably sourced lithium, driven in part by government regulation, as well as by automakers
and battery producers planning on being carbon neutral in the near future.
EV demand the driving force behind lithium
Global sales volume of electric vehicles are forecast to increase by 33% per year from 2021 to
2025, with equivalent lithium-ion battery production increasing from 244GWh in 2021 to
968GWh by 202511. Correspondingly, the lithium-ion battery is expected to be the fastest
growing rechargeable battery technology due to increasingly strong penetration rates in the
Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) market and a fall in manufacturing costs12. The global annual
consumption of lithium is expected to increase from 278,000 tonnes in 2020 to 2.4 million
tonnes in 2030, which would represent a tenfold increase in ten years13.
Automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEM) have announced plans to introduce longer-range
electric vehicle models using higher energy density batteries and are increasingly doing so by moving
to high nickel content cathode materials14. The energy density (or specific energy, energy per mass) of
lithium hydroxide exceeds that of lithium carbonate. This shift will therefore increasingly require
battery-grade lithium hydroxide in the production of cathode materials. As a result, battery-grade
lithium hydroxide is expected to be the fastest growing product type in terms of annual consumption,
respectively, overtaking lithium carbonate demand as early as 202215.

Europe is the fastest growing lithium market in the world based on electric vehicle sales and
lithium-ion battery production growth16. This would imply that by 2030, the European lithium
chemical market will represent approximately 900,000 tonnes per year of lithium chemicals,
and potentially up to 1.3 million tonnes, based on planned battery production capacity. Notably,
on the supply side, there is no existing European domestic lithium production.

11

Macquarie Group (Macquarie), Lithium Market Outlook Electrifying demand, Macquarie, 12 April 2021, accessed February 2022.
The Economist, Lithium battery costs have fallen by 98% in three decades, The Economist, 31 March 2021, accessed February 2022.
Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Ltd., Lithium | 2020 recharge - time to call the bottom?, 16 September 2020, accessed February 2022.
14
Fitch Solutions, Inc., EV Battery Chemistry Outlook, Fitch, 20 May 2021, accessed February 2022.
15
Canaccord Genuity (Australia) Ltd., Lithium | 2020 recharge - time to call the bottom?, 16 September 2020, accessed February 2022.
16
S&P Global Market Intelligence, Top electric vehicle markets dominate lithium-ion battery capacity growth, 16 February 2021, and S&P Global Platts, Europe overtakes China in EV sales
growth in 2020, 20 January 2021, accessed February 2022.
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Lithium from Europe, for Europe
Around 80% to 90% of the lithium hydroxide used in European electric vehicles comes from
China17. There is no lithium extraction or refining in Europe and 100% of the continent’s lithium
needs have to be imported. This is leading to a number of concerns and complex problems for
European auto and battery makers linked to logistics and geopolitics.
EU Commissioner for the Internal Market, Thierry Breton, and Minister-President of BadenWürttemberg in Germany, Winfried Kretschmann, both expressed their support for growing
Europe’s local lithium production industry18. Their comments reflect the long-held objective of
Maroš Šefčovič, the EU Commissioner for Interinstitutional Relations and Foresight, for the
European Union to be 80% self-sufficient in lithium by 202519.
Counterintuitively, a proposal has been put forward to the European Commission by the European
Chemicals Agency (ECHA), to re-classify lithium as a Category 1A chemical20, on a similar level as cobalt,
which Europe currently produces in a number of locations. The reclassification could increase
regulatory requirements around controlling, processing, packaging and storage of lithium. In Vulcan’s
view, the proposal is based on incorrectly interpreted applications of the classification criteria and
does not take into full consideration more recent studies on this subject. A number of European OEMs
and lithium battery supply chain companies and institutions, including Vulcan, have voiced their views
to the Commission, which is now reviewing the issue.
Regardless of this classification process, it is clear that Europe requires unprecedentedly large
quantities of lithium chemicals for its transition to electric vehicles, otherwise its auto-industry will no
longer be competitive with other markets, and it will not be able to meet climate goals. European OEMs
and battery makers need to secure lithium supply to be able to remain in business, and given global
geopolitical instability, as well as carbon footprint of transport, this lithium would ideally be sourced
locally.

Sustainably sourced lithium
As well as being locally sourced, the EU and its member states are implementing regulations designed
to de-risk their supply chain and lower their carbon footprint.
The EU is currently considering a new battery regulation (Proposal for a Regulation of the European
Parliament and the Council concerning batteries and waste batteries, repealing Directive 2006/66/EC
and amending Regulation (EU) No 2019/1020) which, if adopted in its current form, would require
batteries to meet certain mandatory green and social requirements before entering the EU market and
require companies to disclose the carbon footprint of each battery from 2027.
The EU is also preparing to implement a new Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM)21 that is
expected to require EU companies importing certain goods to buy carbon certificates equivalent to the
carbon price that would have been paid if the goods had been produced under the EU's carbon pricing
rules. Imports covered by the CBAM regime are planned to include power and industrial sector goods
such as those involved in the manufacturing of cement, steel, chemicals and fertilisers, and it is
possible that chemicals such as lithium hydroxide may be included in the future.
This regime is expected to be introduced through a transitional period commencing in 2023 with full
implementation by 2026. Vulcan believes that this regime, combined with the new EU battery
regulations, may provide a significant incentive for European companies to source sustainably
produced lithium chemicals from within Europe. Subsequently, this may have a positive effect on the
price Vulcan is able to achieve for its lithium product in future sales contracts.

17

IEA (International Energy Agency), The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean Energy Transitions, IEA, May 2021, accessed February 2022.
T Breton, ‘Increasingly strategic raw materials’, Blog of Commissioner Thierry Breton, 12 June 2022, accessed August 2022 and M. Buchenau and F. Hubik, ‘No second Kuka:
Kretschmann and Kallenius rule out Chinese Mercedes takeover’, Handelsblatt, 8 June 2022, accessed August 2022.
19
F Simon, ‘EU’s Šefčovič: Europe must be ‘much more strategic’ on raw materials’, Euractiv, 20 October 2020, accessed August 2022.
20
ECHA (European Chemicals Agency), ‘Registry of CLH intentions until outcome’, 26 July 2022, accessed August 2022.
21
European Commission, Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism, European Commission, 14 July 2021, accessed August 2022.
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The availability of lithium chemicals with a climate neutral footprint, produced in Europe, represents a
significant opportunity for European companies. This is increasingly important to companies both
from a social and environmental responsibility perspective and from a regulatory perspective.

Price
Lithium prices have been under extreme upward pressure recently and have increased by more than
770% in a year (Source: Fastmarkets). This surge has mostly been linked to the industry’s inability to
increase supply fast enough to meet with the tremendous growth in the sector, as discussed above.
The following table shows the average quarterly market price for lithium hydroxide from 2020 to the
third quarter of 2022, based on the Asia spot price CIF (cost, insurance and freight) (CIF), using daily
spot price data from Fastmarkets, with the spot market representing a relatively small but active
market for lithium chemicals.
LITHIUM HYDROXIDE MONOHYDRATE LIOH.H2O 56.5% LIOH MIN,
BATTERY GRADE, SPOT PRICE CIF CHINA, JAPAN & KOREA, US$/KG
90
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Lithium hydroxide (LiOH) Asia spot price CIF (Fastmarkets)
1. Based on an average of price reporting agency indices aggregated by Vulcan Group
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Energy markets and price development and procurement strategy
In addition to its lithium business, Vulcan intends to enable the decarbonisation of energy supply in
Europe.
As noted above, Europe and particularly Germany’s over-reliance on Russian energy is being keenly felt
due to the ongoing impact of the war in Ukraine. It is clear that Germany must expand energy production
at home, particularly for heating, to be prepared for any shortages that result from a halt in Russian
energy supplies. Such activities should also be done in a manner to not compromise Germany’s climate
obligations.

With the dual goals of energy sovereignty and climate change mitigation in mind, in February
2022, Germany brought forward its goal of 100% renewable power to 2035; 15 years earlier than
originally planned22. Vulcan believes heating is the elephant in the room. Decarbonising
electricity is relatively easy but currently half of all energy consumed in Europe is from heat,
much of which comes from Russian gas.

Electricity
and heating
& cooling in
Germany

Note 1: IEA (International Energy Agency) ‘Germany Country Profile’, IEA, n.d, accessed March 2022.
Note 2: J. Wettengel, ‘Germany and the EU remain heavily depended on imported fossil fuels, 14 March 2022, accessed March 2022
Note 3: IEA (International Energy Agency), ‘Germany 2020 Energy Policy Review’, IEA, February, 2020, accessed March 2022.
Note 4: The Economist, ‘How will Europe cope if Russia cuts off its gas?’ The Economist, 29 January 2022, accessed March 2022.
Note 5: Bundesverband Geothermie e. V. ’Klimaneutrale Wärme aus Geothermie 2030 / 2050 - Mai 2021’, May 2021, accessed March 2022.
Note 6: Heat Roadmap Europe, ‘2015 Final Heating and Cooling Demand in Germany’, Heat Roadmap Europe, October 2017, accessed March 2022.

Vulcan anticipates geothermal renewable energy on a mass scale will play an important part
achieving Europe and Germany's energy security and independence. Vulcan believes that the
extraction of lithium and renewable energy from the same geothermal resource in the Upper
Rhine Valley, will put the Company in the front seat of the transition to renewable energy and
e-mobility in Europe.
A strategy paper published in February 2022 by German-based Fraunhofer Society and the
Helmholtz Association23 shows that with the installation of 70 gigawatts of capacity, deep
22

A. Delfs and V. Dezem, ‚Germany Brings Forward Goal of 100% Renewable Power to 2035‘, Bloomberg, 28 February 2022, accessed August 2022.

Roadmap deep geothermal energy for Germany – recommendations for action for politics, business and science for a successful heat transition.
https://www.ieg.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/ieg/documents/Roadmap%20Tiefe%20Geothermie%20in%20Deutschland%20FhG%20HGF%2002022022.pd
23
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geothermal energy could cover more than a quarter of Germany’s annual heat requirements.
The strategy paper calls for the mobilisation of government assistance and the national
economy, to enable the drilling of 2,000 deep geothermal wells by 2030, and at least 3,000
more by 2050, dwarfing the 42 geothermal plants currently in operation. The report also calls
for billion-Euro levels of federal funding to support the development noting that, with the rising
cost of CO2, geothermal heating is increasingly competitive compared to expensive, imported
natural gas.
Increasingly, there is more recognition for the value of supporting geothermal energy in
addition to other renewable energy sources and this is being reflected in government policies
and funding mechanisms. Under the Federal Funding for Efficient Heating Networks (BEW) 24,
the German Federal Government is targeting investment to increase the share of renewable
and climate-neutral heat sources in the heating networks to 25% by 2025 and 30% by 2030.
At a state level, the government of Baden-Württemberg launched a task force25 aimed at
halving the planning and approval timeline for the commissioning of new renewable energy
projects. This follows state governments in the Upper Rhine Valley voicing their support for
geothermal-lithium project development in the region, including the Greens- Christian
Democratic Union Coalition in Baden- Württemberg, who stated in their Coalition Contract:
“We support sustainable approaches for the extraction of lithium in the Upper Rhine
Graben … We want to demonstrate the possibilities of deep geothermal energy through
initial large-scale projects, which are being closely supported by the state government,
the licensing authorities and the research community, and then take the step toward
widespread application. The "Deep Geothermal Roadmap" is to be continued in this
spirit26”.
Elsewhere, the Bavarian Energy Plan27, includes a goal to cover 25% of Bavarian heat demand
in the building sector by means of geothermal energy by 2050.
Meanwhile, at a community level, support continues to grow for geothermal production. The
Upper Rhine Council, a cross-border association of the regions of Baden-Württemberg,
Rhineland-Palatinate, Alsace and the cantons of Northwestern Switzerland, resolved in favour
of supporting deep geothermal projects in Ortenau28, one of Vulcan’s Phase 2 project areas.
The City Council of Landau, which covers part of Vulcan’s geothermal production license at
Insheim, as well as the Landau Süd production license where Vulcan has a brine offtake
agreement with the operator, voted to:
•
•

Support geothermal energy production in the area; and
To take a positive stance towards the extraction of lithium from geothermal brine, upon
consideration of climate protection goals as well as the interests of the regional – urban
development in the area29.

BMWK (Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action), ‘Green light for green district heating: European Commission approves support programme for decarbonising heating
networks’, BMWK, 2 August 2022, accessed August 2022.
24

25

Ministry of State Baden-Wurttemberg, ‘Accelerating the energy transition’, Ministry of State Baden-Wurttemberg, October 2021, accessed August 2022.

26 Bündnis 90/Die Grünen and CDU Baden-Württemberg, ‘Jetzt Für Morgen Der Erneuerungsvertrag Für Baden-Württemberg’, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen and CDU Baden-Württemberg, May
2021, accessed August 2022.
27
Bundesverband Geothermie, ‘Bavarian State Government Plans Massive Expansion of Geothermal Energy’, Bundesverband Geothermie, 18 May 2022, accessed August 2022.
28
Upper Rhine Council, ‘Plenary Meeting of 27 June 2022 – Framework for the development of geothermal energy in the Upper Rhine region’, 27 June 2022.
29
Stadt Landau in der Pflaz, Sitzungsvorlage 200/346/2022, Stadt Landau in der Pflaz, 26 May, 2022.
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Further to the measures already in place, Vulcan is proactively advocating for German
legislators to support the enormous potential of deep geothermal energy for a safe and clean
heat supply in Germany.
As a producer of renewable energy, and a consumer of electricity, Vulcan is acutely aware of
the dynamics impacting both side of the market including international, economic and political
trends, regulatory developments to promote renewable energy, global or regional
consumptive patterns and speculative activities.
Significantly, Vulcan’s ability to produce its own energy will be a significant advantage
compared to other lithium producers. Vulcan can decide to source its entire energy needs
from its own energy production (steam and electricity), therefore allowing the Company to
mitigate volatility in the market, while buying energy at a lower cost.
The electricity produced in the geothermal power plants is sold to the electricity market at
market price plus market premium according to the German Renewable Energies Act (EEG)
Feed-In Law. The market price and consequent market premium is calculated at the end of
each month based on the average of the hourly prices for electricity at the European Spot
market in Paris (EPEX Spot SE in Paris).
SPOT MARKET PRICE (€ CT / KWH)
30
25
20
15
10
5

0
Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21 Jan-22 Feb-22 Mar-22 Apr-22 May-22 Jun-22
Network Transparency, ‘Market value overview’, https://www.netztransparenz.de/EEG/Marktpraemie/Marktwerte Accessed August 2022.

Geothermal electric power has a fixed Feed-in Tariff (FiT) of €0.252 / kWh however, under the
market conditions experienced over the last six months, the market price in some months is
much higher than the FiT. The higher prices have been driven by the war in Ukraine and the
threat of energy supply disruptions.
At this stage of project development, Vulcan has purchased electricity for self-consumption
on the market. Vulcan’s contract is with local energy supplier Pfalzwerke. As noted above,
Vulcan can always choose to use its own produced electricity in the geothermal power plants
or sell it to the market for the fixed relevant value to the market and buy the necessary selfconsumption from the market at better conditions.
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Review of Operations
Exploration and Development
In the fiscal year 2022 Vulcan continued to expand its licence footprint in the Upper Rhine
Valley Brine Field in response to customer demand. The Company has the largest lithium
resource, compliant with the Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral
Resources and Ore Reserves ('the JORC Code'), in Europe.
JORC Resource Statement
Vulcan’s Upper Rhine Valley Project hosts a JORC 2012-compliant global resource estimation
of 15.85 million tonnes (Mt) Lithium Carbonate Equivalent (LCE) at a grade of 181 mg/l Li in the
Indicated and Inferred categories as shown in the table below.
Vulcan’s current resource covers three of its 11 licenses, specifically Ortenau, Taro and
Insheim. Vulcan’s Pre- Feasibility Study (PFS) from January 2021 was focused solely on
Indicated Resources from the Ortenau and Taro licenses. The acquisition of the Insheim Plant
also includes 100% ownership of the Insheim production licence.
Following a Memorandum of Understanding signed in November 2019, Vulcan had already
completed the Maiden Indicated Lithium-Brine Mineral Resource Estimation at the Insheim
license in January 2020, reporting an Indicated Mineral Resource of 722,000 tonnes of
contained LCE, with a lithium brine grade of 181 mg/l Li. The Insheim resource, combined with
the neighbouring Landau project where Vulcan signed a brine offtake agreement in December
2021, will be incorporated into Vulcan’s workflow for the Company’s Phase 1 Definitive
Feasibility Study (DFS), which is currently under way.
Work is ongoing to incorporate more of Vulcan’s license areas into the updated resource for the Upper
Rhine Valley Brine Field (URVBF), including the Mannheim license.
Ultimately, Vulcan’s Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project will be based on a “hub and spoke” model. Multiple
geothermal lithium projects across Vulcan’s license areas in the URVBF will feed lithium chloride
concentrate to the Company’s lithium hydroxide plant, planned for the Höchst chemical park, outside
of Frankfurt. This would enable the Vulcan Zero Carbon Lithium™ business to scale up as Europe’s
demand for sustainable lithium grows.
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Vulcan’s combined Upper Rhine Valley Project Li-brine Indicated and Inferred mineral
resource estimates.
UPPER RHINE
VALLEY PROJECT
(URVP) RESOURCES

AQUIFER
VOLUME
(KM3)

BRINE
VOLUME
(KM3)

AVG. LI
CONC.
(MG/L
LI)

Ortenau Inferred
Resource estimation

117.974

11.208

181

Ortenau Indicated
Resource estimation

17.001

2.142

181

15.924

1.497

181

Taro Inferred
Resource
estimation

AVG.
POROSITY
(%)

9.5
0
12.6
0
9.5 (Bunt)
9.0 (Rot)
12.6 (BFZ)
9.5
(BHRE)
12.1(RFZ)
9.0 (RHRE)

CONTAINED
ELEMENTAL
LIRESOURCE
TONNES

CONTAINED
LCE MILLION
TONNES

2,029,000

10.80

388,000

2.06

271,000

1.44

156,000

0.83

136,000

0.72

Taro Indicated Resource
estimation

8.419

0.861

181

InsheimIndicated
Resource
estimation

8.322

0.749

181

Total URVP Indicated
Resources used in PFS

25.42

3.003

181

/

544,000

2.89

16.457

181

/

2,980,000

15.85

Total URVP Indicated
and Inferred Resource

167.64

9.00 (P-T)

Note 1: Mineral resources are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability.
Note 2: The weights are reported in metric tonnes (1,000 kg or 2,204.6 lbs). Numbers may not add up due to rounding of the resource values
percentages (rounded to the nearest 1,000 unit).
Note 3: The total volume and weights are estimated at the average porosities cited in the table. Taro resource abbreviations: Bunt –
Buntsandstein Group; Rot – Rotliegend Group; P-T – Permo-Triassic; BFZ – Buntsandstein fault zone; BHRE - Buntsandstein host rock
envelope; RFZ – Rotliegend fault zone; RHRE – Rotliegend host rock envelope.
Note 4: The Vulcan Li-brine Project estimation was completed and reported using a lower cutoff of 100 mg/L Li.
Note 5: In order to describe the resource in terms of industry standard, a conversion factor of 5.323 is used to convert elemental Li to Li2CO3,
or Lithium Carbonate Equivalent (LCE).
Note 6: The Mineral Resources that underpin the PFS results are reported inclusive of any reserves.
Note 7: There has been no change to this Mineral Resource statement since publication.
Competent Person Statement:
The information in this report that relates to Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (respectively) of the Company's Zero Carbon Lithium is
extracted from the ASX announcements made by Vulcan on 15 December 2020 ("Updated Ortenau Indicated and Inferred Resource") and 15
January 2021 ("Positive Pre-Feasibility Study"), which are available on https://v-er.eu . The information in this report that relates to
Insheim's Mineral Resources is extracted from the ASX announcement made by Vulcan on 20 January 2020 ("Maiden Indicated Resource
Insheim Vulcan Zero Carbon Lithium"), which is available on https://v-er.eu . The Company confirms that it is not aware of any new
information or data that materially affects the information included in the original market announcements and that all material assumptions
and technical parameters underpinning the estimates in the relevant market announcements continue to apply and have not materially
changed. The Company confirms that the form and context in which the Competent Person’s findings are presented have not been
materially modified from the original market announcements.
TM
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License area
Vulcan’s granted license area covers 1,465.38 km². This area has been strategically expanded
over the last 12 months, following the grant and acquisition of an additional eight exploration
licenses and one production license in FY22. Vulcan is currently progressing a systematic
exploration programme over its project area in the Upper Rhine Valley Brine Field.
In addition to its presence in Germany, Vulcan subsidiary Vulcan Energy Italy Pty Ltd. was granted the
Cesano Permit, in Italy, during FY22. Subsequent to the reporting period, Vulcan and Enel Green Power
(EGP), the largest geothermal energy producer in Italy, signed a binding collaboration agreement to
explore and develop Vulcan's Cesano license in Italy. The Cesano license area will become co-owned
50:50 by Vulcan and EGP. Vulcan and EGP will assess the potential of Vulcan’s Cesano license in a stepwise approach, starting with a scoping study which it intends to complete within 12 months. Parties will
then look to enter into a definitive agreement for any additional stages; should either party decide to
not proceed, they will forfeit their ownership rights over the license. EGP has already previously
explored and drilled a number of wells in the Cesano area and gathered relevant data direct from local
reservoirs. Vulcan’s Cesano Permit extends over an area of 11.5 km2, 20 km NNW of Rome. The area
hosts wells drilled by Enel Group which yielded hot geothermal brine with high lithium values (see ASX
announcement on 24 January 2022 for more information).

Vulcan is also looking at medium to longer-term opportunities on the French side of the Upper
Rhine Valley. By growing and diversifying Vulcan’s project development portfolio - an initiative
internally called “Project Rollo” – the Company aims to develop a global Zero Carbon Lithium™
business focused on Europe, and to become a significant producer of renewable energy and
sustainable lithium for electric vehicles.
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Vulcan license area
AR
EA
NAME

AR
EA
(K
M2 )

STATE
(H
A)

EXPIR
Y
DATE
(MM/Y
YYY)

TYPE

OWNE
RSHIP
AT 30
JUNE
2022

CHAN
GE IN
OWN
ERSH
IP

Upper Rhine Valley Geothermal-Lithium Brine Field
Production
license
Exploration
License
Exploration
License
Exploration
License
Exploration
License
Exploration
License
Exploration
License
Exploration
License
Exploration
License
Production
license

Insheim

Rheinland-Pfalz

1,900

19 .00

Ortenau

Baden-Württemberg

37,410

374.10

Mannheim

Baden-Württemberg

14,449

144.49

Lampertheim

Hessen

10,803

108.03

Taro/Lisbeth

Baden-Württemberg

3,268

32.68

Ludwig

Rheinland-Pfalz

9,634

96.34

Therese

Rheinland-Pfalz

8,112

81.12

Kerner

Rheinland-Pfalz

7,226

72.26

Löwenherz

Rheinland-Pfalz

7,543

75.43

Landau

Rheinland-Pfalz

1,941

19.41

Rheinland-Pfalz

14,114

141.14

Exploration
License

289.92

Exploration
License

Flaggenturm/
Fuchsmantel

Ried

Hessen

28,992

11/2037

100%

100%

06/2023

100%

N/A

06/2024

100%

N/A

07/2024

100%

100%

TAR
08/2025
100%
LIS 09/2024

N/A

12/2024

100%

100%

12/2024

100%

100%

12/2024

100%

100%

12/2024

100%

100%

N/A

Brine offtake agreement with
owner/operator

FLA
12/2022,
100%
FUC 07/2023

07/2025

100%

0%*
*Licenses
100%
granted after 30
June 2022

Cesano Field
100%*
Cesano
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Italy

1,146

11.46

Research
Permit

01/2025

100%

Subsequent to 30 June 2022,
the Cesano license area will
become co-owned 50:50 by
Vulcan and EGP.
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Data
The Upper Rhine Valley Brine Field has been a mature, producing field for both oil and gas as
well as geothermal for many years. Vulcan has strategically leveraged the extensive
exploration historically conducted by the hydrocarbons industry, to advance the Zero Carbon
Lithium™ Project. During the period, Vulcan signed an agreement with Rhein Petroleum GmbH
to purchase 3D seismic and drilling data to assist with additional project generation. The 3D
seismic data acquisition consists of two surveys totalling 315 km2. The new data assists with
understanding the sub-surface in these areas, allowing the team to target high brine flow
zones in a precise, careful and cost efficient way, therefore contributing to public acceptance.
Drilling
In November 2021, Vulcan acquired two electric drill rigs as part of the Company’s Zero Carbon Lithium™
Project. The specialised rigs can drill to the target depth required for deep geothermal energy wells in
the Upper Rhine Valley, Germany. The deep geothermal rigs represent a scarce, strategic asset for
Vulcan, as Europe navigates an energy crisis and the increasing need for renewable heating.
Subsequently, Vulcan established Vercana, an in-house drilling company. Headquartered in Karlsruhe,
Germany, Vercana and its operations will create approximately 60 regional jobs. The team is currently
focused on refurbishing the specialised, electric drill rigs as they target operational readiness in early
2023.

Renewable energy and geothermal division
Geothermal, renewable energy is at the heart of the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project.
A significant highlight was the acquisition of an operational geothermal renewable energy
power plant in the core of the producing Upper Rhine Valley Brine Field at Insheim. As an
operating geothermal renewable energy plant, Natür³Lich Insheim, as the facility is now
known, is a key asset for the Company, generating €3.0 million revenue since its acquisition in
December 2021. Over the last six months, the power plant fed approximately 11,679,652 kWh of
renewable electricity into the grid, supplying 6,500 households with power.
As owner operator of Natür³Lich Insheim, Vulcan employs 11 people. Looking ahead, a priority
for Vulcan is investing in the expansion and modernisation of the power plant.
The acquisition of the Insheim power plant also included 100% ownership of the Insheim
production licence surrounding the Insheim Plant. The license hosts an Indicated Mineral
Resource of 722,000 tonnes of contained Lithium Carbonate Equivalent (LCE), with a lithium
brine grade of 181 mg/l Li. The Insheim Plant currently pumps lithium-rich brine to the surface
for geothermal energy generation before the brine is reinjected into the reservoir.
Vulcan is committed to playing a leading role in Germany’s “Wärmewende”, or “heat transition”,
as the country looks to reduce its reliance on Russian fossil energy. In April 2022, Vulcan and
MVV Energie AG (MVV) executed a binding purchase agreement for 240 gigawatt hours per year
of renewable heat. The 20-year, long-term agreement commences in 2025 and includes the
supply of a minimum of 240,000 MWh per year to a maximum of 350,000 MWh per year to
households in Mannheim, outside of Frankfurt, Germany. The heat will be supplied from
Vulcan’s planned geothermal wells in the area surrounding the City of Mannheim. Heat will be
transferred via heating grids and a series of underground pipes that deliver hot water or steam
to buildings in the local community. Vulcan is developing its Mannheim licence as part of a
planned larger Phase 2 of the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project.
Vulcan intends to build several further distributed geothermal renewable energy plants across
the Upper Rhine Valley Brine Field region. The Company is in discussions with other regional
communities regarding additional heat offtake agreements.
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Zero Carbon Lithium™ Division
In-house laboratory
Vulcan’s lithium division is focused on refining the process of Vulcan’s planned lithium
production flowsheet to ensure it has a net zero carbon footprint. During the period, the team
moved into an expanded laboratory, as they deepen their understanding of the lithium
processing and optimise the process in order to inform the Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS).
With its state-of-the-art equipment, including full in-house inductively coupled plasma optical
emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) and Ion chromatography (IC) analytical capability, the new
laboratory has enabled Vulcan to expand its core competencies and centralise its proprietary
lithium processes.
The team has successfully demonstrated multi-cycle sorption tests on Upper Rhine Valley
geothermal brine using multiple commercially available aluminate-based sorbents. All
sorbents have demonstrated >90% lithium recovery, in line with the assumptions used in the
Pre-Feasibility Study. Offsite lithium electrolysis test work is also ongoing.
Pilot plant
Vulcan’s pilot plant, which was designed and commissioned in house, has been successfully operating
since April 2021. The pilot plant was designed to use ‘live’ geothermal brine, which enables the team to
demonstrate pre-treatment and sorption-type Direct Lithium Extraction (DLE) processes, while
generating crucial data needed for de-risking the lithium extraction process.

A highlight of the period was the production of Vulcan’s first battery quality lithium hydroxide
monohydrate (LHM) from piloting operations. The plant sample exceeded traditional battery
grade LHM product including best on the market battery grade specifications required from
offtake customers, at >56.5% LiOH.H2O and with very low impurities. The lithium chloride
extracted by the sorbent in the pilot plant was recovered with water and sent offsite, where it
was purified and concentrated by a third-party provider to prepare the lithium chloride for
electrolysis to produce lithium hydroxide solution. The solution was then crystalized to
produce battery grade lithium hydroxide monohydrate (LHM).
Central Lithium Plant (CLP)
Vulcan’s planned Central Lithium Plant (CLP) is a cornerstone of the Company’s lithium
development plans. Vulcan secured a site for the CLP at the Höchst Chemical Park
(Industriepark Höchst) during FY22, located just outside Frankfurt. The CLP is intended as a
hub to process lithium chloride from multiple combined geothermal and lithium sorption
plants into lithium hydroxide monohydrate suitable for batteries. Importantly, the location
allows for low carbon transport options from Vulcan’s nearby project areas, as well as
renewable energy to power the proposed plant, which underpins the Company’s commitment
to minimising its carbon footprint in each step of the process.
Demonstration plants
A key element of Vulcan’s strategy to de-risk its Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project is the design
and construction of demonstration plants. Vulcan’s demonstration plant will consist of two
parts: the Sorption-Demo Plant and the lithium hydroxide production plant (CLP-Demo Plant,
or “LiLy”) and will replicate the full process from sorption-DLE to lithium hydroxide production
including recycle streams. Importantly, technical and operations personnel will train in the
plant to develop a comprehensive understanding of the process and its operation prior to the
construction of the first commercial plant.
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When it comes to expanding the Demo Plants to their commercial size, the sorption
commercial plant represents a very manageable scale-up factor of only 1:50 in terms of column
size, as each DLE plant will be operating four trains of extraction units. Meanwhile, the
commercial CLP electrolysis cells will have a multiplication factor, not scale-up factor, as
electrolysis cells are not scaled up further but multiplied.
Initial commissioning of the Sorption Demo Plant (previously referred to as the DLE- Demo plant) is
planned to commence in late Q4. The commissioning of “LiLy”, the Company’s CLP-Demo Plant, is due
in late Q1 2023.

Offtakes
European auto-manufacturers committing to produce carbon neutral electric vehicles at the
point of delivery to the customer, including the battery raw materials used in production, and
their prioritisation of sustainably sourced raw materials, was a significant inspiration for
founding Vulcan in Germany in 2019.
Securing binding lithium hydroxide offtake agreements with Tier One cathode, battery and
automotive companies in Europe was a priority for 2021. Over the last 18 months, Vulcan
successfully entered into five binding lithium hydroxide offtake agreements with some of the
world’s and Europe’s largest and most prominent OEMs, battery makers and cathode
manufacturers. Vulcan’s current plans for lithium production are now fully booked for the first
five years of operation. Importantly, Vulcan and its partners are strategically aligned to
decarbonise the battery electric vehicle supply chain.
Binding lithium hydroxide offtake agreement

Partner

Category

Start &
duration

Volume over the
duration of the
contract

Umicore
Renault Group

Tier one cathode maker
OEM

2025, 5 years
2026, 6 years

Stellantis

OEM

2026, 10 years

Volkswagen Group
LG
Energy
Solutions

OEM

2026, 5 years

28,000t to 42,000t
26,000t to 32,000t
81,000t to 99,000t for the first 5
years
34,000t to 42,000t

Tier one battery maker

2025, 5 years

40,000t to 50,000t

Critical to Vulcan’s mission is providing a local source of sustainable lithium to support the
European battery metals industry. With this in mind, the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project’s
location in Germany is proximate to key factories and manufacturing centres of the Company’s
offtake partners.
Definitive Feasibility Study and Bankability Review
Vulcan’s DFS for Phase 1 renewable energy and lithium production is progressing well, with an
updated PFS for Phase 2 targeted for completion at around the same time. Vulcan’s multidisciplinary team is aiming to significantly increase production for Phase 1, relative to previous
PFS assumptions, considering the increased customer demand for both renewable energy and
lithium hydroxide.
Field development planning is working towards the optimisation of models for dual lithium and
geothermal renewable energy production from the same reservoir. The Company is working
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hard to achieve its H2 2022 completion target, however local approval processes mean there
is an increasing likelihood of the completion date of the DFS moving into Q1 2023.
In parallel to the completion of the DFS, work on the Bankability Review began during the
period, together with BNP Paribas in advance of the planned financing process which is
intended to follow completion of the DFS. It has become evident during the DFS that macroeconomic trends, as an impact of COVID and the invasion of Ukraine, have led to significant
global inflation, and hence it is expected that capital expenditure for the Zero Carbon Lithium™
Project will increase from the levels noted in the PFS. This trend is in line with the rest of
industry and the Project’s cost position relative to its peers is expected to remain competitive.
The Risk Management section of this report goes into more detail on the global dynamics of
capital markets.
Corporate
Vulcan’s corporate team, who span the Company’s Australian and German offices, are committed to
accelerating and expanding Vulcan’s integrated renewable energy and lithium development strategy.

ASX 300
In September 2021, Vulcan joined the S&P Dow Jones ASX 300 index. The S&P Dow Jones Indices are
the largest global resource of their kind, and Vulcan’s admission to the ASX 300 was a positive reflection
of the Company’s development and progress to date.

Dual listing on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FSE)
During the period, Vulcan became the first ASX-listed company to have a dual listing on the regulated
market of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FSE), in the Prime Standard market segment. The Prime
Standard of the FSE is considered to have the highest transparency and governance requirements of
the FSE, in line with Vulcan’s high standards of governance and reporting.
With Vulcan’s projects and more than 90% of the team based in Germany, the dual listing on the FSE is
an important step in expanding the Company’s European investor base and providing international
exposure, while also fostering public and community acceptance of our Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project
in Germany.
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Target Operating Model (TOM) 360 review
During the year, Vulcan completed a Target Operating Model (TOM) 360 review, with the
objective of developing a fit for purpose corporate structure for the next phase of project
development and expansion. A key recommendation of the TOM was the centralisation of
backbone functions to ensure better governance and higher efficiency. Consistent with this
recommendation, GeoT has been renamed Vulcan Energy Subsurface Solutions (VES), while
Gec-co has become Vulcan Energy Engineering (VEE) . Crucially, VEE and VES are worldleading scientific teams, and their experience is a key part of Vulcan’s plan to deliver the Zero
Carbon Lithium™ Project.
Segment information
The consolidated entity is organised into three operating segments based on geographical
location: in Germany, Other European and Australia.. These operating segments are based on
the internal reports that are reviewed and used by the Board of Directors (who are identified
as the Chief Operating Decision Makers (ÇODM)) in assessing performance and in determining
the allocation of resources. There is no aggregation of operating segments.
The CODM reviews EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation). The
accounting policies adopted for internal reporting to the CODM are consistent with those
adopted in the financial statements.
The information reported to the CODM is on a monthly basis.
Types of products and services
Germany – the supply of geothermal energy, exploration relating to the Zero Carbon Lithium
Project™ and engineering services
France, Norway and Italy – exploration relating to battery minerals and geothermal lithium
Australia – ASX, corporate administration and DFS engineering costs
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Earnings performance, Financial and Assets Situation
The overall development of Vulcan’s business was very favourable in the management’s view.
A strengthened balance sheet with no financial debt and first operating revenue were
highlights in FY22. The year end cash position of €175 million puts Vulcan in a solid position to
rapidly advance the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project.
Earnings performance
Summary of Results for the Year Ended 30
June 2022
FY22

FY21

€ '000

€ '000

Revenue from continuing operations

3,799

-

Other income

545

395

Gain on deconsolidation

1,975

-

Share of loss from equity accounts investments

(495)

-

Other own work capitalised

3,696

-

Raw materials and purchased services

(2,512)

-

Administrative expenses

(3,823)

(556)

Compliance and regulatory expenses

(729)

(345)

Consulting and legal fees

(4,099)

(1,204)

Depreciation and amortisation

(2,629)

(82)

Employee benefit expenses

(7,793)

(391)

Investor relations expenses

(615)

(257)

Impairment expenses

(35)

(143)

Loss on disposal of financial assets

(746)

-

Occupancy costs

(498)

(35)

Share-based payments expense

(3,637)

(4,080)

Other expenses

(1,175)

(76)

Foreign currency gain/(loss)

285

48

Loss before income tax expense

(18,486)

(6,726)

Income tax benefit/ (expense)

(365)

-

Loss after income tax for the period

(18,851)

(6,726)

EBITDA

(15,856)

(6,802)

Revenue from continuing operations
During the financial year the Group become a renewable energy producer following the
acquisition of the Insheim geothermal power plant. Revenue from Insheim was €3.0 million
(FY21: Nil) with external engineering revenue comprising €0.8 million (FY21: Nil).
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Other own work capitalised
In July 2021 Vulcan completed the acquisition of Global Engineering and Consulting GmbH, now
Vulcan Energy Engineering (VEE) and GeoThermal Engineering GmbH, now Vulcan Energy
Subsurface Engineering (VESS). Time spent by engineers from VEE and VESS on Vulcan
projects have been capitalised to exploration and evaluation expenditure or Plant Equipment
on the balance sheet if time was incurred on the design and construction of Vulcan’s sorptiondemo plant. These costs are reflected as Other Own Work capitalised in the Consolidated
Statement of Profit and Loss for the financial year and total €3.7 million (FY21 Nil).
Gain on deconsolidation
In August 2021 Vulcan completed the successful spin-off of its Norwegian assets through the
initial public offering of Kuniko Ltd. The deconsolidation of the Norway assets resulted in a
one-off gain of €2.0 million this financial year (FY21 Nil).
Expenses
During the year, Vulcan successfully dual listed on the Prime Standard regulated market of the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FSE), an important step in expanding Vulcan’s European investor
base and international exposure, while also fostering public and community acceptance of the
Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project in Germany. The Company incurred one off consulting and legal
fees of €1.4 million associated with the listing.
As noted above the Company completed the acquisition of Natür3Lich Insheim on 31 December
2021. Operating costs, including the purchase of raw materials, purchased services and
employee costs associated with the plant amounted to €2.0 million for the six months.
Depreciation cost associated with the Purchase Price allocation of plant equipment amounted
to €1.2 million.
Employee costs increased from €0.4 million to €7.8 million during the year following the
acquisition of VEE and VES, as well as the recruitment of technical and administrative staff in
Germany to accelerate the development of the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project. Full time
equivalent staff increased from nine to 129 during the financial year.
Administration costs increased by €3.2 million to €3.8 million (FY21 €0.6 million) reflecting the
increase in general expenses connected with the ramp up of Vulcan’s operations in Germany.
Legal and consulting fees increased by €2.9 million to €4.1 million (FY21 €1.2 million) which
included one-off Frankfurt listing costs and due diligence costs on the acquisitions during the
financial year.
Non-cash share-based payments relating to long term incentives amounted to €3.6 million for
the year (FY21 €4.1 million).

Loss before income tax
The net loss after tax was €18.9 million (FY21 €6.7 million) for the financial year. The net loss
includes one off costs associated with the Frankfurt listing (€1.4 million) and loss on disposal
of financial assets (€0.7 million) as well as non-cash items including the amortisation of
intangibles associated with the purchase price allocation of Gec-co (€0.5 million) (now known
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as VEE), depreciation on Insheim power plant and other plant and equipment (€2.1 million),
share of loss of associate (€0.4 million) and share based payments (€3.6 million).
EBITDA
EBITDA was (-€15.8 million for the financial year (FY21 -€6.5 million). The decrease in EBITDA
was reflective of the increased activity in development of the Company’s Zero Carbon
Lithium™ Project including the addition of technical and administrative staff.
EBITDA for Germany was -€7.0 million and Australia -€8.8 million.
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Asset and Financial Position of the Vulcan Group Financial situation
Financial management of the Vulcan Group
The financial management of the Vulcan Group is conducted in Australia and Germany. The
primary objectives of Vulcan’s financial management are to establish a sustained increase in
corporate value and ensure the Group’s liquidity. The management of currency risk helps to
reduce volatility in its earnings. During FY22 the Company changed its reporting currency from
Australian dollars (A$) to Euros (€) to align with the major spend of its operating and capital
expenditures in Germany.
The Company converted, at spot price, a large portion of its available funds in Australia dollars
to Euros to mitigate any foreign currency risk. The Australian dollar funds were derived from
equity raisings most notably in the 2021 calendar year.
Liquidity and capital expenditures of the Vulcan Group
Vulcan Group Summary Statements of
Cash Flows

FY22
€000’s

FY21
€000’s

Net cash provided by operating
activities
Net cash provided by investing activities
Net cash provided by financing activities
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning
of the period
Effect of exchange rate fluctuations

(11,347)

(1,778)

(64,358)
172,054
72,494

(4,473)
74,035
4,058

6,573
175,416

652
72,494

Net cash provided by operating activities
The net operating cash outflow from continuing operations in FY22 came to €11.3 million (FY21:
net cash outflow €1.8 million). The increase in outflow reflects the additional operational costs
associated with the growth of German operations including full time staff increasing from nine
staff in the Group to 129 over the financial year. This was partially offset from revenue
generated from the recently acquired Insheim geothermal power plant.
Net cash provided by investing activities
Investing activities led to a cash outflow of €64.4 million (FY21: net cash outflow €4.5 million).
Significant cash outflows for the financial year included:
• €32.7 million for the acquisition of Natur3lich Insheim, the legal entity which owns the
Insheim geothermal power plant
• €7.1 million for the acquisition of two electric drill rigs
• €3.0 million for the refurbishment of the rigs
• €10.8 million for the engineering and construction of the DLE sorption plant
• €9.4 million for exploration activities including work on the Company’s DFS.
In addition to capital expenditure the Group invested cash into liquid financial investments. All
investment were liquidated during the financial year.
Prior year expenditures included the Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) released in January 2021,
exploration and construction of a DLE pilot plant.
Net cash provided by financing activities
There was a net cash inflow of €172.1 million (FY21: €74.0 million cash inflow), due largely to a
successful underwritten institutional placement of €124 million in September 2021 and a
significant €50 million equity investment by top tier automaker, Stellantis N.V. (NYSE / MTA /
Euronext Paris: STLA, Stellantis).
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Vulcan also undertook a non-underwritten Share Purchase Plan (SPP) in September 2021 to
allow existing shareholders the opportunity to invest in the Company at the same price as the
Placement. The SPP raised €1.9 million.
Asset and Capital Structure of the Vulcan Group
Vulcan Group Summary Statements of Financial Position
Current assets

FY22
€ 000’s
179,663

FY21
€ 000’s
73,251

Non-Current Assets
Total Assets

81,477
261,140

10,015
83,266

Equity
Current liabilities

247,323
9,733

81,523
1,429

Non- Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

4,084
13,817
261,140

314
1,743
83,266

Current assets increased by €106.4 to €179.7 million (FY21: €73.3 million) primarily due to an
increase in cash and cash equivalents attributable to the proceeds of an institutional
placement of shares completed in September 2021, as well as a strategic investment by
Stellantis in June 2022.
Non-current assets increased to €81.5 million (FY21: €10.0 million). The increase was
principally due to:
• The acquisition of the Natür³Lich Insheim power plant (€31.3 million)
• Construction costs towards completion of the DLE sorption plant €10.5 million
• Capitalised exploration and evaluation attributable to progression of the DFS and
exploration activity including the acquisition of 3D seismic data (€11.7 million)
• Acquisition and refurbishment of two electric drill rigs (€10.1 million)
• The addition of goodwill and intangible assets associated with the Gec-co acquisition
in July 2021 (€3.7 million)
• The addition of the investment in Kuniko following its spin off by Vulcan Group
(€1.2 million).
Current liabilities increased to €9.7 million (FY21: €1.4 million) primarily due to an increase in
trade and other payables, attributable to an increase in development activity for the Zero
Carbon Lithium™ Project, as well as an increase in lease liabilities and provisions.
Non-current liabilities increased to €4.1 million (FY21: €0.3 million) principally due to the
recognition of a deferred tax liability as part of the Insheim acquisition and an increase in lease
liabilities associated with new occupancy and vehicle leases.
The appreciation of the Australian Dollar exchange rate compared to the Euro resulted in
another comprehensive gain of €7.0 million in the Consolidated Statement of Profit and Loss
and Other Comprehensive statement of the Group. The resulting gain predominately related to
a revaluation of cash held in Australian dollars in the parent entity following capital raised in
February 2021 and September 2021.
Capital expenditures
Capital Expenditure for Plant and Equipment, Intangible Assets and exploration
FY22
€000’s
Plant & Equipment
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Software
Plant & Equipment
Assets under
Construction
Intangible Assets
Exploration & Evaluation
TOTAL

168
30,023
22,314

103
414
465

4,148
11,273
67,926

3,550
4,532

Software
The Group invested in financial and geological software systems during the financial year given
the increase in activity and as the Company generates crucial data needed for de-risking the
lithium extraction process.
Plant and equipment
The Company acquired Natür³Lich Insheim, an entity which owns and operates the Insheim
geothermal renewable energy plant, with the view to expand and modernise the asset.
Assets under construction
During the financial year two specialised electric drill rigs were acquired. The rigs are in the
process of being refurbished by in-house drilling company Vercana, as the Copmany targets
operational-readiness in early 2023. Also during the financial year, the company began
engineering and construction of the Sorption-Demo Plant.
Intangible Assets
Included in the business combinations of Natür³Lich Insheim and Global Engineering and
Consulting GmbH (Gec-co, now known as VEE), were intangible assets including goodwill,
customer relationships and operating permit.
Exploration and Evaluation Assets
The largest expenditures for exploration and evaluation in FY22 were engineering costs
towards the Company’s DFS, as well as acquisition of 3D seismic and drilling data and
geological studies.
In accordance with segments disclosed in the Company’s Consolidated Financial Statements
capital expenditure can be categorised as follows:
Germany - Plant and Equipment (€29.8 million), Intangibles (€4.1 million), Exploration (€3.2
million) Australia – Exploration (€7.9 million) relating to DFS costs.
Other European – Exploration (€0.2 million)
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Key performance measures used by Vulcan Group
Financial Performance Measures
Vulcan determines the following financial key performance indicators that are used for
internal management of the Group. These key performance indicators are reflective of the
development stage of Vulcan and ts Zero Carbon Lithium Project.
FY22
FY21
€ million
€ million
Cash Position
Revenue
Operating expenditures
Capital expenditures
EBITDA

175.4
4.3
27.5
67.9
(15.8)

72.5
0.4
7.0
4.5
(3.6)

Cash Position
During the 2022 financial year the Company strengthened its cash position through an
institutional placement of shares completed in September 2021 (€124 million) as well as the
investment by Stellantis in June 2022 (€50 million). Cash increased to €175.4 million (FY21:
€72.5 million).
Cash was divided in Australia (€130.0 million), Germany (€45.2 million) and Other European
(€0.2 million).
Revenue
Comprised of revenue from continuing operations and other income.
During the financial year the Group become a renewable energy producer following the
acquisition of the Insheim geothermal power plant. Revenue from Insheim was €3.0 million
(FY21: Nil) with external engineering revenue comprising €0.8 million (FY21: Nil). Other income
comprised interest income and government grants.
Revenue relating to Germany was €4.1 million and Australia €0.2 million.
Operating Expenses
Operating expenditures are the ongoing cost for running a business. These include raw
materials for Insheim power plant, external purchased services, administrative expenses,
compliance and regulatory expenses, consulting and legal fees, depreciation and
amortisation, employee benefits, investor relations, impairment, occupancy, share based
payments and other expenses.
Operating expenses increased to €27.5 million (FY21: €7.0 million) reflecting the ramp up of
Vulcan’s operations in Germany.
Operating expenses relating to Germany were €16.7m and Australia €10.8 million.
Capital Expenditure
Capital expenditures are the purchase of goods or services that will be used to improve a
company’s performance in the future.
Capital expenditure includes investment in tangible and intangible fixed assets. During the
financial year the Company incurred €67.9 million on capital expenditure (FY21: €4.5 million).
Please refer to section 2.3.2 for a breakdown of the Group’s capital expenditure including
segmental.
EBITDA
EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization): This performance
measure neutralises the effects of the financial result along with distortions of operational
performance that result from divergent depreciation and amortisation methods and the
exercise of measurement discretion.
Non-Financial Performance Measures
Building a world-class team
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The Vulcan team continues to grow across geothermal renewable energy and lithium battery chemicals
business units and totalled around 129 FTE people at 30 June 2022, an increase from 9 FTE at 30 June
2021.

Net zero carbon position
Whilst Vulcan will use zero fossil fuels to power its process, the Company recognises that
across any industrial plant development it is impossible to truly have zero greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, especially during construction. Vulcan’s strategy is to be as close to “real
zero” GHG emissions as possible, whilst using the Company’s excess renewable energy
generation to ensure its net zero carbon position is always maintained. Vulcan therefore
defines “Zero Carbon” as being net zero greenhouse gas emissions across all Vulcan’s
operations for Scopes 1, 2 and 3. This includes a net offset effect by being a net producer of
renewable energy and decarbonising the German energy grid. It also includes a commitment
to use zero fossil fuels to power the lithium production process, i.e. to use only renewable
energy. Net zero carbon also means that Vulcan will continue working to mitigate, reduce and
offset emissions across all other aspects of the business including value chain and employee
specific.
While Vulcan accounted for the GHG emissions for the Australian organisation in 2020, the
Company did not undertake an emissions mapping exercise for the whole Vulcan Group until
2021, taking into consideration that this is the first year Vulcan acquired Vulcan Energy
Subsurface Solutions (formerly Geo-T) and Vulcan Energy Engineering (formerly Gec-co) and
incorporated Vercana30. Our emissions footprint has been calculated in accordance with the
GHG Protocol, and covers Scope 1 emissions (mobile combustion), Scope 2 emissions (marketbased electricity and heating), and Scope 3 emissions (Category 1 [purchased goods and
services], Category 2 [capital goods}, Category 3 [fuel and energy related activities], Category
5 [waste generated in operations], Category 6 [business travel], and Category 7 [employee
commuting]). As part of our carbon neutral certifications, we acquitted offsets that supported
two projects registered under the Verified Carbon Standard (VERRA) including the Rimba Raya
Biodiversity Reserve and Sipansihaporas Hydro project in Indonesia.
GHG Emissions (tCO2e)
Scope 1
SCope 2
Scope 3
Baseline calendar year of
2021

2.33

71.77

2172.87

Vulcan obtained its carbon neutral certification by engaging Climate Active for its Australian
business and South Pole for its German business, who both adhere to the best-practice
reporting guidance from the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi), the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol (GHG protocol) and PAS 2060; the leading international standard for demonstrating
carbon neutrality.
The Company remains in a healthy financial position demonstrated by strong financial and
asset situation, most notably from equity capital raisings in February 2021 and September 2021
as well as strategic investment from Stellantis in June 2022. Management evaluates the
business performance for reporting period of the Vulcan Group as favourable.

Natür3Lich Insheim is not included in the 2021 scope as it was acquired outside the
calendar year.
30
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Subsequent events
Material events occurring after the reporting period follow:
• On 7 July 2022, the Company issued 241,252 ordinary shares, comprising:

•

•

•

•
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•

182,897 ordinary shares, being a conversion of performance rights, which was
part of remuneration for services provided.

•

58,355 ordinary shares, being the share consideration via Partnership
Agreement VUL as Official Partner of Rosberg X Racing, obtaining global
exposure of its Zero Carbon Lithium brand & business through advertising &
promo space via RXR team.

On 8 July 2022, Vulcan and Enel Green Power (EGP) signed a binding collaboration
agreement to explore and develop its Cesano license in Italy through a joint scoping
study. Both companies also agreed to evaluate the opportunity to cooperate on other
geothermal lithium projects in Italy. The Cesano license area will become co-owned
50:50 by Vulcan and EGP.
On 8 July 2022, Vulcan announced it received a positive result for its preliminary EIA
application (UVP-V) in its Taro license, to drill six wells for geothermal energy and
lithium.
On 26 July 2022, Vulcan was granted a new exploration license, designated Ried,
increasing the Company’s license area in the Upper Rhine Valley Brine Field (URVBF) by
289.2km² to a total of 1,465.38km².
On 26 September, 2022 Vulcan announced the appointment of Cris Moreno as Deputy
Chief Executive Officer, effective 1 November 2022. Mr Moreno is an energy and
chemicals industry executive based in Europe with over 20 years’ experience in
successfully delivering major capital projects, including in the lithium chemicals,
cathode and LNG sectors.
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Outlook, Opportunities and Risks
Outlook
Economic outlook
Lithium
Global demand for battery-quality lithium chemicals, such as lithium hydroxide and lithium
carbonate, is expected to be very strong for the coming 12 months and beyond due mainly to
high demand from electric vehicle manufacturers. This demand is expected to continue into
the second half of the decade.
Analysts predict that the current spot prices, which are at historical highs of US$78,000 for
lithium hydroxide, may moderate somewhat in the next year and beyond. Long term lithium
price forecasts from banks and analysts are mostly comprised within US$20,000 to
US$30,000 per tonne. Regulatory support from the European Union is also expected, with
recent comments from the President of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen,
indicating strong support for domestic critical raw materials production, such as lithium31. This
could include efforts to streamline regulatory processes, as well as possible financial support
for lithium projects.
Geothermal renewable energy
Vulcan expects political and community support for development of geothermal heat and
power, to increase over the coming years. This is due to Europe and Germany’s dual goals of
climate change mitigation and regaining energy sovereignty. Vulcan expects this geo-political
situation to provide impetus behind its new geothermal renewable energy project
development, including for permitting processes.
High predicted power prices are also expected over the coming winter months.

31

European Commission (EC), ‘Critical Raw Materials Act’, EC, 14 September 2022, European Commission website, accessed September 2022 .
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Corporate outlook
Considering the economic outlook and its impacts on Vulcan, overall, the Company believes
the macro-economic tailwinds are in Vulcan’s favour.
Lithium
Vulcan’s output of lithium hydroxide is expected to ramp up in phased manner, coinciding with
the increasing demand from electric vehicle manufacturers for sustainable lithium products.
With regard to lithium prices, Vulcan’s PFS price assumption, calculated in 2021, is based on a
lithium hydroxide price of $14,900 which is below the 2022 long term price assumptions of
leading banks and significantly lower than the July 2022 contract price for lithium hydroxide
which was $75,000 (source: Fastmarkets).
Geothermal renewable energy
Vulcan expects the current geo-political situation in Europe to provide impetus behind its new
geothermal renewable energy project development, including for permitting processes.
In addition, high predicted power prices over the coming winter months are likely to favour
Vulcan’s renewable energy sales from its geothermal plant, albeit somewhat moderated as
Vulcan is also a power consumer for its geothermal pumps.
Operations
From an operational perspective, Vulcan expects to successfully complete construction of,
commission and start operating its CLP Demo Plant and Sorption Demo Plant within the next
12 months. The operation of these plants will assist with training its team in a pre-commercial
setting and will also complement financing activities.
Vulcan is anticipating refurbishment of its geothermal drilling rigs to be completed, and for
drilling of new geothermal wells to commence, within the next 12 months, as part of its plans
to ramp up renewable energy production. Vulcan is also putting in place plans to scale up its
teams accordingly, in a tight labour market.
Cash position
In terms of segments, Vulcan Group is expecting further strengthening of the cash position on
the parent level. With a cash position of €175 million at the end of June 2022, the Company is
well funded for the next year. Vulcan plans a total cash out of €112 million over the next 12
months to develop its project at full steam with €92 million planned capex and €20 million net
operating expenditure.
Revenue
Revenue is anticipated to increase to €7 million in Germany and increase in Australia through
interest income (€0.5 million).
Capital expenditure
Vulcan budgeted an increase of capital expenditure to €92 million, thereof €81 million in the
German segment, €10 million in the Australia segment and €1 million in Other European.
Operating expenses
Operating expenses are also expected to increase to €20 million. The German segment has
planned operating expenditure of €17 million and the Australia segment has €3 million.
Building a world-class team
Vulcan is undertaking an ambitious recruitment drive as the Company accelerates and expands its
operations. The Company is targeting more than 250 FTE by mid 2023. The vast majority of this FTE
increase will be in the German segment, given its project development and operations responsibilities.
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Net zero carbon
As Vulcan scales up, the Company will continue to expand its data reporting and be able to
provide year on year comparisons.
Looking ahead, Vulcan will work to achieve carbon neutral certification across all operations through
each year in the four-year period and remain in the lowest quartile for absolute GHG emissions (Scope
1, 2, 3) comparative to peers.
Vulcan will also be looking to set GHG emissions reduction targets aligned to the Science Based Targets
Initiative (SBTis) as well as updating the lithium product Lifecycle Analysis (conducted by Minviro in
early 2021 and based on Pre-feasibility Study data) using Definitive Feasibility Study data when
complete.
Once the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project is in commercial operation, Vulcan will utilise Circulor’s carbon
tracing technology to enable accurate reporting on the carbon status of the lithium product.
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Risks Report
Risk Management System
Vulcan’s approach to opportunity and risk management is underpinned by the Company Value
of Integrity, as the Company commits to being respectful, authentic and trustworthy to each
other and to external groups.
The Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project is highly complex and involves many known and unknown
risks, some of which are beyond the Company’s control. Vulcan is committed to ensuring it has
the right measures in place to mitigate these risks, and the right team to execute on the
project and to capitalise on opportunities.
Audit, Risk and ESG Committee
The role of the Audit, Risk and ESG committee is to assist the Board in monitoring and
reviewing any matters of significance affecting financial reporting and compliance. The
Committee oversees the Company’s risk management systems, practices and procedures to
ensure effective risk identification and management and compliance with internal guidelines
and external requirements. The Committee Charter, which is available on the Company’s
website at https://v-er.eu sets risk parameters and defines the audit, risk and ESG
committee’s function, composition, mode of operation, authority and responsibilities.
Responsibility for the identification, assessment, treatment and reporting of risks lies with the
operational business units (risk owners) and corporate functions. During the year and following
from the TOM 360 review, Vulcan prioritised a formal risk management process, including
embedding a Risk Review Matrix and employing a part-time Risk Manager. The Risk Manager
has led a detailed review of Vulcan’s risks and has delivered qualitative and quantitative
improvements to the Company’s Risk Review Matrix. The Group believes to have captured all
relevant risks In Its risk management system.
A risk rating is based on likelihood and consequence alongside a traffic light system, whereby
likelihood is scaled from rare to certain across five levels and consequence ranges through
seven scales from insignificant to catastrophic.
Risk owners are responsible for assessing potential new risks and assist with risk reevaluation during the review period. Prioritisation of risk rating takes into account risk owner
knowledge and experience, alongside company operational requirements and external macro
analysis.
To date the Company has focused on:
-Developing Enterprise Risk Management Action Plans;
-Communicating the Strategic Risk Profile and Action Plans; and
-Implementing the Enterprise Risk Management Action Plans.
Vulcan’s Risk Management Approach is based on the 2004 COSO Enterprise Risk Management
– Integrated Framework; a 7 step process where consideration is driven from an understanding
of the Company’s strategy.
The Company continues to embed and enhance its risk management as it progresses
development of the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project
Internal Control System for Group Accounting and Financial Reporting
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Vulcan’s Executive Management team is responsible for internal controls within the business.
Examples of the internal controls at Vulcan include the segregation of duties for recording and
payment of invoices, dual payment authorisations in all jurisdictions and pre-approval for
goods and service purchase requisitions in accordance with the delegations of authority.
During the year, the Company increased its internal control system through the development
and improvement of policies such as the Travel Policy, Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption Policy
and Securities Trading Policy which adheres to both ASX and FSE trading requirements. Due
to the still early maturity level of the company Vulcan has identified points for improvement
for its ICS and will implement these going forward.
Subsequent to the end of the financial year, Vulcan Energie Ressourcen GmbH as the holding
company for the German operating entities, received ISO 14001:2015 Environmental
Management System (EMS) and 9001 Quality Management System (QMS) certification.
Certification to these standards is international good practice and will help ensure Vulcan’s
internal systems are robust.
Vulcan undertakes reconciliations of its bank, supplier statement and credit cards.
Understanding which items have cleared or not yet posted allows the Company determine any
potential fraud or errors.
The preparation of the financial statements requires management to make judgements,
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts in the financial statements.
Management continually evaluates its judgements and estimates in relation to assets,
liabilities, contingent liabilities, revenue and expenses.
Management bases its judgements, estimates and assumptions on historical experience and
on other various factors, including expectations of future events, management believes to be
reasonable under the circumstances.
The Group’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks related to the financial
instruments on the balance sheet of the Group: market risk (including foreign exchange risk
and interest rate risk), credit risk and liquidity risk. The Group’s overall risk management
program focuses on the unpredictability of the financial markets and seeks to minimise
potential adverse effects on the financial performance of the Group. The Group uses different
methods to measure and manage different types of risks to which it is exposed.
These include monitoring levels of exposure to interest rate and foreign exchange risk and
assessments of market forecasts for interest rate and foreign exchange prices. Ageing
analysis and monitoring of specific credit allowances are undertaken to manage credit risk.
Liquidity risk is monitored through the development of future cash flow forecasts.
Risk management is carried out by Management and overseen by the Board of Directors with
assistance from suitably qualified external advisors.
The main financing risks arising for the Group are foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk,
credit risk and liquidity risk. The Board reviews and agrees policies for managing each of these
risks and they are summarised in the Note 27 to Consolidated Financial Statements included
in the Company’s FY22 Annual Report available on its website at https://v-er.eu .
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Main Opportunities and Risks identified
Supply of products (procurement, production, logistics)
Risk (HIGH)
Vulcan is being impacted by disruptions to supply chains due to the impact of Covid-19. These
unprecedented global supply chain issues with sourcing certain pieces of equipment, mean
that project delays are possible.
The Company is in the process of analysing risk specifically associated with delays and raw
materials cost increases. Part of this planning includes regular budget allocation and project
updates with the executive team and the Board. Assignment of specific enterprise risk
management to team members and extending our internal financial accounting capabilities is
also one of the measures Vulcan has implemented, alongside the recommendations of the
Target Operating Model 360.
Opportunity (HIGH)
Local supply of geothermal renewable energy and heating assists Germany’s move to decrease
reliance on imported energy. This puts Vulcan is in a strong position to benefit from
government support and funding to increase renewable energy and heat generation, including
the recently announced €2.98 billion funding program to support heating grids fed by
renewable energies. Disruptions to global supply chain and European Union regulation
surrounding carbon pricing and potential for border control adjustments for imported
products means that OEMs located within Europe prefer local suppliers, with less disruption
risk. This opportunity has benefited Vulcan with the first upstream investment by top tier
automaker Stellantis and offtake agreements with Volkswagen Group and Renault Group.
Finance
Risk (MEDIUM)
Over the last 12 months, credit markets have tightened as central banks in major economies
have reduced money supply in response to rising inflation. The Pew Research Centre reports
that, of 44 advanced economies reviewed, consumer prices have risen substantially in nearly
all of them, when compared to pre-pandemic times32. Institutional investors are now looking
for lower capex investments with conservative growth plans.
Significant future funding will be required by Vulcan to support the further implementation of
its Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project. Vulcan needs to balance this requirement to keep capital
cost at reasonable levels with the push from customers for more product, as soon as possible.

Opportunity (MEDIUM)

D. Desilver, ‘In the U.S. and around the world, inflation is high and getting higher’, Pew
Research Centre, 15 June 2022, accessed August 2022.
32
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While it is expected that capital expenditure for the Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project will increase
from the levels noted in the PFS, in line with the rest of the industry, the Company’s cost
position relative to its peers is expected to remain highly competitive.
The Company believes the Zero Carbon Lithium Project is crucial for Europe, both from an
energy security perspective and due to the need to have a local, reliable supply of critical raw
materials like lithium. With these macro-policy tailwinds in the Company’s favour, Vulcan
expects to be able to fund the Zero Carbon Lithium Project at a cost that is reasonable for
the Company’s shareholders.
Regulatory changes
Risk (MEDIUM)
As noted in the Lithium and economic situation of the chemical industry section, a proposal has
been put forward to the European Commission by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA), to
re-classify lithium as a Category 1A chemical, on a similar level as cobalt. The reclassification
could increase regulatory requirements around controlling, processing, packaging and
storage of lithium.
There is a risk that proposed regulation on carbon footprint for raw materials within batteries,
and for lithium production, could be watered down by certain industry participants. Vulcan still
believes its product would be preferred compared to competitors, however this could slow the
market impetus to decarbonise battery raw materials if successful.
Vulcan, together with European OEMs and lithium battery supply chain companies and
institutions, has raised its concerns with the European Union and member states. The
Company believes that rejecting the proposal is an opportunity for the EU to further
demonstrate its commitment to building out a local, European lithium supply chain, which is
consistent with recent targets and actions.
There is a risk that proposed regulation on carbon footprint for raw materials within batteries,
and for lithium production, could be watered down by certain industry participants. Vulcan still
believes its product would be preferred compared to competitors, however this could slow the
market impetus to decarbonise battery raw materials if successful.
Opportunity (HIGH)
Regulatory changes in both the lithium-ion battery industry and the renewable energy industry are
likely to favour Vulcan’s combined renewable energy and Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project. This
includes the: European Battery Regulation, which mandates more environmentally sustainable
batteries to be produced and sold in the EU in the coming years; European countries’ commitment to
phase out sale of fossil fuel vehicles between 2025 and 2035, depending on location, which will have
a very significant impact on lithium-ion battery demand and therefore lithium demand in Europe; the
Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism, which is tipped to be extended to include chemicals in the
future, and will favour domestic, lower carbon forms of production of chemicals like lithium;
Germany’s increasing commitment to phasing out fossil fuels, achieving energy independence, and
achieving climate neutrality, all of which have accelerated since the new Coalition government in
Germany was formed, and since the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Such favourable regulatory changes
in lithium, electric vehicle batteries and renewable energy provide an opportunity for Vulcan as a
renewable energy producer and sustainable lithium chemicals developer.
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Social and macroeconomic trends and geopolitical risk
Risk (LOW)
There is a risk that a number mining and resources projects, long considered ‘taboo’ in
Europe, may not be permitted. As Commissioner Thierry Breton noted, “We (Europe) prefer to
import from third countries and turn a blind eye to the environmental and social impact that
occurs there, not to mention the carbon footprint of our imports” 33.
Opportunity (HIGH)
The development of a decarbonised lithium product is crucial to powering Europe’s switch to a
sustainable and compliant auto industry. As noted in the Lithium and economic situation of the chemical
industry section of this report, there is a concerted push in Europe to support and develop a local supply
of critical battery minerals including lithium. According to planned lithium-ion battery production
capacity, Europe will need approximately >1,000kt lithium hydroxide supply per annum by 2030, more
than twice the entire global market today. Currently, Europe has no domestic production of batteryquality lithium hydroxide chemicals, with 80-90% of current global supply being sourced from China34.
Vulcan believes there is strong and growing government support for local production of critical raw
materials, as noted earlier in this report. Further, Vulcan’s Zero Carbon Lithium Project is not a mining
project, nor will it disturb or change large areas of the landscape. There is therefore significant
opportunity for Vulcan’s Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project given its ability to reduce this almost total
reliance on China for battery grade lithium hydroxide by establishing a local, secure supply of lithium
from Europe, for Europe.

Climate related risk
Risk (LOW)
Climate-related risks continue to be considered as the Company advances the Zero Carbon
Lithium™ Project. These risks can take the form of physical impacts, such as acute weather
events (flooding, drought) and chronic weather events (an increase in precipitation or mean
temperature) as well as transitional risks, as governments and countries adapt to new
conditions as the results of climate change.
Vulcan have identified that an increase to the average mean temperature could decrease the
geothermal power output of Natür3Lich Insheim over time, due to the fact that the
condensation of the working fluid needs more time and more power for cooling at higher
temperatures. The Company has performed analysis on geothermal energy output and have
determined that a 1 degree Celsius increase would only have a measurable financial impact of
around 2 – 3% after 20 years.
Opportunity (HIGH)
Since Vulcan’s whole strategy and project development has been built around net “zero carbon”
with its Zero Carbon Lithium Project, much of what would be considered as a climate-related
risk for most companies can be seen as opportunities for Vulcan. Vulcan are located within the
European Union, whose climate related legislation is some of the most supportive globally.
Already a renewable energy producer, Vulcan will also become a zero fossil fuel, carbon neutral
33
34

T Breton, ‘Increasingly strategic raw materials’, Blog of Commissioner Thierry Breton, 12 June 2022, accessed August 2022

IEA (International Energy Agency), The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean Energy Transitions, IEA, May 2021, accessed February 2022.
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lithium producer at a time when electric vehicle uptake is at its most ambitious. Vulcan’s
lithium resource is one of the largest in the world and plans to supply at least 40 kilo tonnes of
battery grade LiOH annually at full capacity.
Climate-related risk disclosure
The Financial Stability Board established the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD) to develop recommendations for more effective climate-related
disclosures that could promote more informed investment, credit, and insurance underwriting
decisions and, in turn, enable stakeholders to understand better the concentrations of carbonrelated assets in the financial sector and the financial system’s exposures to climate-related
risks.
Vulcan has voluntarily reported to the TCFD guidelines since 2021. Vulcan’s TCFD disclosure,
together with a detailed overview of ESG related risks can be found in the Company’s
Sustainability Report, on the Company’s website https://v-er.eu .
TCFD Disclosures Table
TCFD
Recommendation
1. Governance
1.a Board's oversight of climaterelated risks and opportunities

[Reference/ Further Details]
Summary
- Board skills
composition
- Board’s Audit, Risk
and ESG Committee
- Projects Oversight
Committee
- Advisory support

FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section
• Governance
FY22 Corporate Governance Statement
External Corporate Governance Advisors
Board Committees

FY22 Annual Report
Board of Directors
Directors Report
Sustainability Partners

1.b Managements role on
climate-related risks and
opportunities

2. Strategy
2.a Climate-related risks and
opportunities identified in the
short, medium and long term
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- Climate-related
responsibilities and
roles defined
- Organisational
structure
- Short and long term
ESG KPI's for key
management.
- Training and
education

- Short term - 2025
- Medium term - 2040
- Long term - 2054 (half
of the projects life)
- 20 Climate-related
risks identified

Sustainability and ESG Framework
FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section
• Governance
FY22 Corporate Governance Statement
Risk Management
FY22 Annual Report
Group Structure
Leadership Team
Remuneration Report
Sustainability and ESG Framework
Reference/ Further Details
FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section
FY22 Corporate Governance Statement
Opportunity and Risk Status
Sustainability and ESG Framework
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2.b Impact on the organisation's
business, strategy and financial
planning

2.c Resilience of the
organisation's strategy
considering climate-related
scenarios
3. Risk Management
3.a Processes for identifying
and assessing climate-related
risks

3.b Processes for managing
climate-related risks

3.c Integration of processes for
identifying, assessing and
managing climate-related risks
4. Metrics and Targets
4.a Metrics used to assess risks
and opportunities

4.b Disclosure of Scope 1, 2 and
3 greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions
4.c Targets used and
performance

- Zero Carbon Lithium™
Project
- Identified key risks
and opportunities
- Project outlook

FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section
FY22 Annual Report
Exploration and Development
Renewable Energy and Geothermal Division
Zero Carbon Lithium™ Project

- Forecasting and
climate scenario
analysis
- Macro trends

FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section

- Management of
sustainability-related
risks
- Formal risk
management
framework
- Bi-annual matrix
review
- Risk owners
collaboration
- Risk management
team
- Mitigation strategies

FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section

Risks are assessed:
- With quantitative and
qualitative tools
- Life Cycle
Assessment
- Environmental Impact
Assessments
- Emissions mapping
exercise

- Lifecycle Assessment
Analyses
- Targets for
Sustainability and ESG
Framework

FY22 Annual Report
Overview of Governance
FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section
FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section

FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section

FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section
Climate Active website https://www.climateactive.org.au/
FY22 Sustainability Report
• TCFD section
FY22 Annual Report
Executive Remuneration Arrangements
Executive KMP Remuneration Outcomes for FY22
ESG KPIs for Executive Team
Company website https:v-er.eu
Sustainability & ESG Framework

Project development and execution
Brine flow rates
Risk (MEDIUM)
The amount of renewable energy and lithium that can be extracted will depend on the brine
flow rate achieved at each site, and the re-injection rate. The flow rate from each well will be
verified once the well has been drilled.
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Opportunity (MEDIUM)
Vulcan uses modern geothermal industry best practice by incorporating 3D seismic data and
analysis into its geological modelling to target high-flow fault zones, and factors in state-ofthe- art techniques to increase the flow rate, such as double completion of wells and multireservoir completion, using the experience of its technical team.
Resources/ Reserves
Risk (MEDIUM)
Lithium resources and reserves indicated must be considered as estimates only until such
reserves are actually extracted and processed. Vulcan’s resources are based on limited data
points because the reservoir is deep. Grades of lithium in brine produced may vary negatively
from the amount anticipated.
Opportunity (MEDIUM)
Vulcan utilises the considerable local geological expertise of its team, as well as state-of-theart 3D seismic data, and where possible its existing production/re-injection wells, to construct
the most accurate models it can. Vulcan reports on its estimates of Mineral Resources and Ore
Reserves in compliance with the JORC Code, the ASX Listing Rules German Securities Trading
Act, European Regulation No. 596/2014 and other applicable regulations. Vulcan’s resource
estimates and reserves are signed off by independent external consultants APEX Geoscience
Ltd. and GLJ Ltd. respectively. There may be upside to Vulcan’s modelled lithium-in-brine
amounts, and furthermore there may be opportunity to add further resources and reserves in
Vulcan’s other license areas throughout the Upper Rhine Valley Brine Field, given its current
lithium resource only covers three of 11 granted licenses in the Field.
Sorption
Risk (MEDIUM)
Lithium extraction from brine using sorption is used commercially, but each brine chemistry
is different, and risks remain when adapting methods to each brine.
Opportunity (MEDIUM)

Vulcan has unique, in-house expertise on operation of sorbents for lithium extraction, which
is a valuable asset when looking to expand production to other lithium brine resource areas.
Permitting
Risk (MEDIUM)
The Zero Carbon Lithium™ project may be affected by delays in receiving the necessary approvals from
all relevant authorities and parties. Multiple, different permits will be needed to enter into commercial
operation for geothermal production on a larger scale, and lithium production.
In July 2022 Vulcan had received approval to carry out a 3D seismic survey from eight local councils
across the Company’s license area in the German state of Rhineland-Palatinate.

Vulcan has a team of experts in geothermal development who have developed numerous
projects in the past and will continue to keep stakeholders updated on the timetable. Vulcan
has received encouragement from state and federal governments that renewable energy
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project permitting times will be reduced as a priority. Further, government policy settings are
moving to support the domestic production of strategic raw materials, which is in Vulcan’s
favour.
Market developments
Risk (LOW)
Lithium prices are subject to unpredictable fluctuations, driven in part by changes in the
balance of global supply and demand. Fluctuations in market demand and commodity prices
for lithium, due to new market or technology developments and other factors, may adversely
impact Vulcan’s financial results and future cash flows.
Opportunity (MEDIUM)
Vulcan’s PFS price assumption, calculated in 2021, is based on a lithium hydroxide price of
US$14,900 which is below the 2022 long term price assumptions of leading banks
(>US$20,000) and significantly lower than the July 2022 contract price for lithium hydroxide
which was US$75,000 (source: Fastmarkets).
Vulcan’s Zero Carbon Lithium Project is forecast to be a very low OPEX operation, due to
three key factors:
-

-

Vulcan’s “feedstock” is expected to be low cost and have a dual purpose: lithium
extraction and energy production in the form of renewable heat and electricity.
Vulcan plans to use sorption to isolate lithium as opposed to using large volumes of
chemicals such as sulfuric acid to dissolve a rock feedstock or soda ash for brine.
Vulcan intends to use low-cost energy coming from its geothermal operation.
Vulcan plans to use electrolysis to upgrade chloride into a high purity hydroxide using
renewable energy, with no heavy reagent usage such as sodium hydroxide or lime.
Risk
Finance
Supply
Social
Climate related
Market developments
Regulatory changes
Project development

Related to segment
All
Germany
All
All
Germany, other European
All
Germany, other European

Overall Assessment of Opportunities and Risks by Management
Developing the Risk Management System by Vulcan Group the board of Management
monitors important risks and observes the opportunities for the Group in adequate and
sufficient form to mitigate the arising risks and use new opportunities.
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Takeover relevant information
Information on subscribed capital
1.

The composition of the subscribed capital, separately showing the rights and duties that each class
entails as well as the proportion of the capital held.
The issued capital of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited comprises
•

143,335,301 fully paid ordinary shares,

•

8,627,427 unquoted performance rights ("Performance Rights") (of various classes); and

•

91,174 unquoted performance shares ("Performance Shares").

Refer also to the Remuneration Report Section of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited's (Vulcan or the
Company) 2022 Annual Report.
The fully paid ordinary shares in the Company (Shares) are governed by the Company's constitution, the
Australian Corporations Act, the ASX Listing Rules and Australian general law. All Shares carry full
dividend rights. Each Share carries one vote at the Company's shareholders' meeting. Except for the
restrictions set forth in lock-up agreements of the Company from time to time, the Shares are freely
transferable, subject to formal requirements, the registration of the transfer not resulting in a
contravention of or failure to observe the provisions of a law of Australia and the transfer not being in
breach of either the Australian Corporations Act or the ASX Listing Rules. In the case of insolvency, a
person's liability as a shareholder is limited to any amount unpaid on their Shares.
Each Performance Right, subject to the satisfaction of the applicable vesting criteria before the expiry
date, entitles the holder to elect to receive one Share for nil consideration by notifying the Company of
such election.
Each Performance Share, subject to the satisfaction of the applicable vesting criteria before the expiry
date, entitles the holder to elect to receive one Share for nil consideration by notifying the Company of
such election. Prior to conversion into a Share, the Performance Shares provide no voting rights and no
dividend rights, and are not transferable.
2. Restrictions on voting rights or on the transfer of shares of stock, also as may result from agreements
made among shareholders, insofar as the company’s board of management is aware of them.
In connection with the entry by the Company into a partnership agreement ("Partnership Agreement")
with Legacy & Partners S.a.R.L., a company affiliated with Mr Nico Rosberg and Rosberg X Racing ("RXR"),
the Company issued an aggregate of 95,847 Shares to Mr Rosberg and RXR. Mr Rosberg, RXR and the
Company have agreed to the lock-up of 13,122 and 20,424, respectively, of these Shares, the terms of
which require that neither RXR nor Mr Rosberg dispose of such Shares before 8 November 2022 and 7
April 2023, respectively, in each case subject to certain customary exceptions.
Shares are freely transferable, subject to formal requirements, compliance with applicable securities
laws, the registration of the transfer not resulting in a contravention of or failure to observe the
provisions of a law of Australia and the transfer not being in breach of either the Australian Corporations
Act or the ASX Listing Rules.
Subject to any rights or restrictions for the time being attached to any class or classes of shares, at a
general meeting of the Company's shareholders (each a Shareholder):
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•

each Shareholder entitled to vote may vote in person or by proxy, attorney or corporate representative;

•

on a show of hands, every person present who is a Shareholder or a proxy, attorney or corporate
representative of a Shareholder has one vote;

•

on a poll, each Shareholder who is present in person or by proxy, attorney or corporate representative has
one vote in respect of each Share held by that person, or in respect of which that person is appointed a
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proxy, attorney or corporate representative (but, in respect of partly paid shares, will have such number of
votes as bears the same proportion to the total of such shares registered in the Shareholders' name as the
amount paid (not credited) bears to the total amounts paid and payable (excluding amounts credited).

3. Direct or indirect participating interests in the capital that comprise more than ten per cent of the
voting rights.
Refer to the Remuneration Report Section of the Company's 2022 Annual Report.
4. The holders of shares of stock endowed with special rights granting powers of control and a
description of such special rights.
Not applicable. See sections (1) and (2) above for details of the rights attaching to the Company's
securities.
5. The nature of the voting control if employees hold a share in the capital and do not directly exercise
their rights of control.
The employees participating in the capital of the Company may exercise their control rights directly
themselves.
6. The stipulations of the law and of the statutes regarding the appointment of the members of the board
of management and their removal from office, as well as the stipulations regarding amendments to
the statutes.
Subject to the Company's Constitution, the Company may elect a person as a Director by resolution
passed at a general meeting of Shareholders. A Director elected at a general meeting of Shareholders is
taken to have been elected with effect immediately after the end of that meeting, unless the resolution
by which the Director was appointed or elected specifies a different time.
At the Company's annual general meeting of Shareholders each year, one third of the Directors (other
than the Managing Director) or, if their number is not a multiple of three, then the number nearest onethird, must retire from office (and each such Director who retires is eligible to seek re-election at that
annual general Shareholders' meeting).
In addition, no Director (except the Managing Director) may hold office without re-election past the
longer of (i) the third annual general meeting of Shareholders following their appointment or election, and
(ii) three years.
The Directors to retire at each annual general meeting of Shareholders are those who have been in office
the longest since their last election. Where persons have become Directors on the same day, unless
otherwise agreed amongst themselves, the Directors to retire by rotation will be determined by drawing
lots.
The Directors may also at any time appoint a person to be a Director, either to fill a casual vacancy or as
an addition to the existing Directors. Any Director so appointed holds office only until the next following
annual general meeting of Shareholders and is then eligible for re-election (but will not be taken into
account in determining the Directors who are to retire by rotation (if any) at that meeting).
Any proposed modification of the Company's Constitution must be approved by a special resolution of
the Company's Shareholders (that is, passed by at least 75% of the votes cast by Shareholders entitled to
vote on the resolution).
7.

The powers of the board of management, in particular as regards the possibility of issuing shares of
stock or repurchasing them.
The role of the Company's Board of Directors is to provide overall strategic guidance and effective
oversight of management.
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Subject to any specific requirements under the Australian Corporations Act, the ASX Listing Rules or the
Company's Constitution, the day to day business of the Company is also managed by the Board of
Directors, who may exercise all of the powers of the Company (including the power to issue shares)
except for those which require approval of the general meeting of shareholders. The Company's Board of
Directors is permitted under the Company's Constitution to delegate any of their powers to one or more
persons or committees.
Under Australian law, the Directors of the Company are subject to certain duties, including to act in good
faith in the interests of the company, to act for a proper purpose, not to fetter their discretion, to exercise
care, skill and diligence, to avoid conflicts of interest, not to use their position to their advantage, and
not to misappropriate company property. Pursuant to section 14.1 of the Company's Constitution, the
Company's Board of Directors is to comprise of not less than three and not more than nine Directors
(excluding any alternate Directors). The quorum for a meeting of the Board of Directors is two Directors.
Under the Australian Corporations Act, the Company does not have an authorised share capital and there
is generally no limit under the Australian Corporations Act or the Constitution on the power of the
Directors to issue Shares or other securities.
Subject to specified exceptions, the ASX Listing Rules restrict a company admitted to the official list of
ASX from issuing, or agreeing to issue, more than 15% of the company's total number of securities
(calculated according to a prescribed equation) in any rolling 12-month period without obtaining
shareholder approval.
8. Material agreements of the parent undertaking that are subject to a change of control clause in the
event of a takeover bid and the effects resulting therefrom.
Not included.
9.

Compensation agreements the parent undertaking has concluded with the members of the board of
management or with employees for the case of a takeover bid.
The Company has no specific compensation agreements with its board, management or employees in
the case of a successful takeover bid other than under the terms of the Executive Service Agreement
with the CFO, in the case of a takeover bid which is recommended by the Board, the CFO has the choice
to terminate his agreement after the bid has been accepted, but subject to a maximum of 2 months’
notice after the acceptance date or to work for a maximum of 3 months after the acceptance date and
then be paid out an additional 3 months’ salary plus outstanding leave and bonuses.
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Further information
Corporate governance statement § 315d HGB

As a sustainability-centric company, Vulcan is committed to the highest standards of
corporate governance practice and regulatory compliance and promotes ethical and
responsible decision making.
As an ASX listed Company, Vulcan’s Board of Directors believes that the Company’s policies
and practices comply with the recommendations set out in the ASX Corporate Governance
Principles and Recommendations – 4th Edition (Recommendations).
A copy of Vulcan’s FY22 Corporate Governance Statement can be found on the Company’s
website at https://v-er.eu
Diversity
The Board has set measurable gender diversity objectives of 40% female representation on the Board,
in senior executive positions, and across the entire workforce.
Further information about the Company’s business wide diversity targets can be found in Vulcan’s FY22
Sustainability Report at www.v-er.eu
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Consolidated Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
For the Financial Year Ended 30 June 2022
Note
Revenue from continuing operations

4

30-Jun-22

30-Jun-21

€'000

€'000

3,799

-

Other income

5

545

395

Gain on deconsolidation

23

1,975

-

Share of loss from equity accounted investments

23

(495)

-

Other own work capitalised

5

3,696

-

(2,512)

-

(3,823)

(556)

(729)

(345)

Raw materials and purchased services
Administrative expenses

6

Compliance and regulatory expenses
Consulting and legal fees

6

(4,099)

(1,204)

Depreciation and amortisation

6

(2,629)

(82)

Employee benefit expenses

6

(7,793)

(391)

(615)

(257)

Investor relations expenses
Impairment expenses

(36)

(143)

Loss on disposal of financial assets

(745)

-

Occupancy costs

(498)

(35)

(3,637)

(4,080)

(1,175)

(76)

285

48

(18,486)

(6,726)

(365)

-

(18,851)

(6,726)

6,990

849

Total comprehensive loss for the year (net of tax)

(11,861)

(5,877)

Total comprehensive loss for the year attributable to the
owners of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited

(11,861)

(5,877)

Share-based payments expense

30

Other expenses
Foreign currency gain
Loss before income tax expense
Income tax expense

7

Loss after income tax for the year

Other comprehensive income
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Foreign currency translations

Loss per share for the year attributable to the members
Vulcan Energy Resources Limited:
Basic loss per share (€)

8

(0.15)

(0.08)

Diluted loss per share (€)

8

(0.15)

(0.08)

The Consolidated Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income should be
read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
As at 30 June 2022
Note
Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Contract assets
Inventories
Total current assets
Non-current assets
Investments accounted for using equity method
Exploration and evaluation expenditure
Plant and equipment
Right-of-use
Intangible assets
Deferred tax assets
Total non-current assets

Non-current liabilities
Lease liabilities
Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities
Total non-current liabilities

175,416
4,030
79
138
179,663

72,494
757
73,251

23
13
14
15
16
17

1,214
20,440
51,490
2,990
3,633
1,710
81,477

8,722
935
358
10,015

261,140

83,266

8,354
439
332
608
9,733

1,335
39
55
1,429

2,566
55
1,463
4,084

314
314

13,817

1,743

247,323

81,523

258,933
16,812
(28,422)
247,323

85,272
5,822
(9,571)
81,523

18
15
19

15
19
20

Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Equity
Share capital
Reserves
Accumulated losses
Total Equity

21
22
35

The Consolidated Statement of Financial Position should be
read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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30-Jun-21
€'000

9
10
11
12

Total Assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Lease liabilities
Income tax liabilities
Provisions
Total Current liabilities

30-Jun-22
€'000
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity
For the Financial Year Ended 30 June 2022

Issued
Capital

Consolidated

€'000
At 1 July 2021

Reserves

Foreign
Currency
Reserve

Accumulated
Losses

Total

€'000

€'000

€'000

€'000

85,272

4,995

827

(9,571)

81,523

Loss for the year

-

-

-

(18,851)

(18,851)

Other comprehensive income

-

-

6,990

-

Total comprehensive loss for the
year after tax

-

-

6,990

(18,851)

(11,861)

Issue of share capital
Share issue costs
Share-based payments

178,040
(4,379)
-

4,000

-

-

178,040
(4,379)
4,000

Balance at 30 June 2022

258,933

8,995

7,817

(28,422)

247,323

6,990

Transactions with owners in their
capacity as owners:

Issued
Capital

Consolidated

€'000
At 1 July 2020

Reserves

Foreign
Currency
Reserve

Accumulated
Losses

Total

€'000

€'000

€'000

€'000

7,233

1,065

(22)

(2,845)

5,431

Loss for the year
Other comprehensive loss

-

-

849

(6,726)
-

(6,726)
849

Total comprehensive loss for the
year after tax

-

-

849

(6,726)

(5,877)

Issue of share capital
Share issue costs
Share-based payments

81,882
(3,843)
-

3,930

-

-

81,882
(3,843)
3,930

Balance at 30 June 2021

85,272

4,995

827

(9,571)

81,523

Transactions with owners in their
capacity as owners:

The Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity should be read
in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
For the Financial Year ending 30 June 2022

Cash flows from operating activities

30-Jun-22

30-Jun-21

€’000

€’000

Note

Receipts from customers

3,799

-

(15,400)

(2,157)

Interest received

228

63

Other income

317

320

Interest paid

(291)

(4)

(11,347)

(1,778)

(9,384)

(3,651)

(22,793)

(822)

Payments to suppliers and employees

Net cash used in operating activities

9

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments for exploration and evaluation expenditure
Payment for plant and equipment
Payment to acquire subsidiary

26

(32,685)

-

Cash acquired upon acquisition of subsidiary

26

1,230

-

(30,008)

-

29,282

-

(64,358)

(4,473)

-

2,774

176,208

75,119

(4,378)

(3,844)

Lease repayments

(185)

(14)

Repayment of loan from Associate

409

-

Net cash from financing activities

172,054

74,035

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

96,349

67,784

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year

72,494

4,058

6,573

652

175,416

72,494

Payments to acquire financial assets
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets
Net cash used in investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from exercise of listed options
Proceeds from issue of shares
Share issue costs

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

The Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows should be
read in conjunction with the notes to the financial statements.
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NOTE 1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the financial statements are set out below. These
policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.
(a)

Reporting Entity

Vulcan Energy Resources Limited (referred to as “Vulcan” or the “Company”) is a company domiciled in Australia
The address of the Company’s registered office and principal place of business is Level 11, Brookfield Place, 125
St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6005. The consolidated financial statements of the Company as at and for the year
ended 30 June 2022 comprise the Company and its subsidiaries (together referred to as the “consolidated entity”
or the “Group”). The principal activity of the Group is geothermal energy and lithium exploration and production.
(b)

Basis of Preparation

Statement of compliance
The consolidated financial statements are general purpose financial statements which have been prepared in
accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations issued by the Australian Accounting
Standards Board (“AASB”) and the Corporations Act 2001. The consolidated financial statements comply with
International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) adopted by the International Accounting Standards Board
(“IASB”). Vulcan Energy Resources Limited is a for-profit entity for the purpose of preparing the financial
statements.
The annual report was authorised for issue by the Board of Directors on 28 September 2022.
Change in Presentation Currency and Foreign Currency Translation
Vulcan Energy Resources Limited changed its presentation currency from Australian dollars to Euro effective
from 1 July 2021. The functional currency remains Australian dollars for Australian entities and Euro for entities
located outside of Australia.
Functional and presentation currency
Items included in the financial statements of each of the consolidated entities entities are measured using the
currency of the primary economic environment in which the entity operates (“functional currency”). The
consolidated financial statements are presented in Euro, which is Vulcan Energy Resources Limited’s
presentation currency.
Basis of measurement
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis in accordance with the
historical cost convention, unless otherwise stated.
Parent entity information
In accordance with the Corporations Act 2001, these financial statements present the results of the consolidated
entity only. Supplementary information about the parent entity is disclosed in Note 36.
Rounding of amounts
The company is of a kind referred to in Corporations Instrument 2016/191, issued by the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission, relating to 'rounding-off'. Amounts in this report have been rounded off in accordance
with that Corporations Instrument to the nearest thousand Euro, unless otherwise stated
New or amended Accounting Standards and Interpretations adopted
The consolidated entity has adopted all of the new or amended Accounting Standards and Interpretations issued by
the Australian Accounting Standards Board ('AASB') that are mandatory for the current reporting period.
Any new or amended Accounting Standards or Interpretations that are not yet mandatory have not been early
adopted.
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NOTE 1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT.)
Current and non-current classification
Assets and liabilities are presented in the statement of financial position based on current and non-current
classification.
An asset is classified as current when: it is either expected to be realised or intended to be sold or consumed in
the consolidated entity's normal operating cycle; it is held primarily for the purpose of trading; it is expected to
be realised within 12 months after the reporting period; or the asset is cash or cash equivalent unless restricted
from being exchanged or used to settle a liability for at least 12 months after the reporting period. All other assets
are classified as non-current.
A liability is classified as current when: it is either expected to be settled in the consolidated entity's normal
operating cycle; it is held primarily for the purpose of trading; it is due to be settled within 12 months after the
reporting period; or there is no unconditional right to defer the settlement of the liability for at least 12 months
after the reporting period. All other liabilities are classified as non-current.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are always classified as non-current.
New standards and interpretations not yet mandatory or early adopted
Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations relevant to the Group that have recently been issued or
amended but are not yet mandatory, have not been adopted by the Group for the annual reporting period ended
30 June 2022. The Group has not yet assessed the impact of these new or amended Accounting Standards and
Interpretations.
The Group has not yet assessed the impact of these new or amended Accounting Standards and Interpretations
but does not expect it to have a significant impact on the Group’s results.
Significant Judgements and Estimates
The preparation of financial statements requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also requires
management to exercise its judgement in the process of applying the consolidated entity’s accounting policies.
The areas involving a higher degree of judgement or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are
significant to the financial statements are disclosed in Note 2.
(c)

Principles of Consolidation

Subsidiaries
The consolidated financial statements incorporate the assets and liabilities of all subsidiaries of Vulcan Energy
Resources Limited (‘Company’ or ‘parent entity’) as at 30 June 2022 and the results of all subsidiaries for the year
then ended.
Subsidiaries are all entities (including special purpose entities) over which the consolidated entity has the power
to govern the financial and operating policies, generally accompanying a shareholding of more than one-half of
the voting rights. The existence and effect of potential voting rights that are currently exercisable or convertible
are considered when assessing whether the consolidated entity controls another entity.
Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the consolidated entity. They
are de-consolidated from the date that control ceases.
Intercompany transactions, balances and unrealised gains on transactions between consolidated entity
companies are eliminated. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of the
impairment of the asset transferred. Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed where necessary to
ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the consolidated entity.
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NOTE 1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT.)
Subsidiaries (CONT.)
The acquisition method of accounting is used to account for business combinations by the consolidated entity.
A change in ownership interest, without the loss of control, is accounted for as an equity transaction, where the
difference between the consideration transferred and the book value of the share of the non-controlling interest
acquired is recognised directly in equity attributable to the parent.
Non-controlling interests in the results and equity of subsidiaries are shown separately in the consolidated
statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of
financial position respectively.
Where the consolidated entity loses control over the subsidiary, it derecognises the assets including goodwill,
liabilities and non-controlling interest in the subsidiary together with any cumulative transaction differences
recognised in equity. The consolidated entity recognises the fair value of the consideration received and the fair
value of any investment retained together with any gain or loss on profit or loss.
(d)

Foreign Currency Transactions

Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing at
the dates of the transactions. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such
transactions and from the translation at period end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies are recognised in profit or loss.
(e)
Foreign operations
The assets and liabilities of foreign operations are translated into Euro using the exchange rates at the reporting
date. The revenues and expenses of foreign operations are translated into Euro using the average exchange
rates, which approximate the rates at the dates of the transactions, for the period. All resulting foreign exchange
differences are recognised in other comprehensive income through the foreign currency reserve in equity.

NOTE 2 CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES, JUDGEMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The preparation of the financial statements requires management to make judgements, estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts in the financial statements. Management continually evaluates its
judgements and estimates in relation to assets, liabilities, contingent liabilities, revenue and expenses.
Management bases its judgements, estimates and assumptions on historical experience and on other various
factors, including expectations of future events, management believes to be reasonable under the
circumstances. The resulting accounting judgements and estimates will seldom equal the related actual results.
The judgements, estimates and assumptions in these financial statements that have a significant risk of causing
a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial period are
disclosed below.
Business combinations
Business combinations are initially accounted for on a provisional basis. The fair value of assets acquired,
liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed are initially estimated by the consolidated entity taking into
consideration all available information at the reporting date. Fair value adjustments on the finalisation of the
business combination accounting is retrospective, where applicable, to the period the combination occurred and
may have an impact on the assets and liabilities, depreciation and amortisation reported.
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NOTE 2 CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES, JUDGEMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS (CONT.)
Exploration and evaluation expenditure
Exploration and evaluation costs have been capitalised on the basis that the consolidated entity will commence
commercial production in the future, from which time the costs will be amortised in proportion to the depletion
of the mineral resources. Key judgements are applied in considering costs to be capitalised which includes
determining expenditures directly related to these activities and allocating overheads between those that are
expensed and capitalised. In addition, costs are only capitalised that are expected to be recovered either through
successful development or sale of the relevant mining interest. Factors that could impact the future commercial
production at the mine include the level of reserves and resources, future technology changes, which could
impact the cost of mining, future legal changes and changes in commodity prices. To the extent that capitalised
costs are determined not to be recoverable in the future, they will be written off in the period in which this
determination is made.
Share-based payments
The Group measures the cost of equity settled transactions with Directors, employees and consultants, where
applicable, by reference to the fair value of equity instruments at the date at which they are granted. The fair
value is determined using an appropriate valuation model taking into account the terms and conditions upon
which the instruments were granted. The accounting estimates and assumptions relating to equity-settled
shared-based payments would have no impact on the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next
annual reporting period but may impact profit or loss and equity.
Estimation of useful lives of assets
The consolidated entity determines the estimated useful lives and related depreciation and amortisation charges
for its plant and equipment. The useful lives could change significantly as a result of technical innovations or
some other event. The depreciation and amortisation charge will increase where the useful lives are less than
previously estimated lives, or technically obsolete or non-strategic assets that have been abandoned or sold will
be written off or written down.
Goodwill and other indefinite life intangible assets
The consolidated entity tests annually, or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate
impairment, whether goodwill and other indefinite life intangible assets have suffered any impairment, in
accordance with the accounting policy stated in note 1. The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units have
been determined based on value-in-use calculations. These calculations require the use of assumptions,
including estimated discount rates based on the current cost of capital and growth rates of the estimated future
cash flows. Refer to note 16 for further information.
Impairment of non-financial assets other than goodwill and other indefinite life intangible assets
The consolidated entity assesses impairment of non-financial assets other than goodwill and other indefinite life
intangible assets at each reporting date by evaluating conditions specific to the consolidated entity and to the
particular asset that may lead to impairment. If an impairment trigger exists, the recoverable amount of the asset
is determined. This involves fair value less costs of disposal or value-in-use calculations, which incorporate
a number of key estimates and assumptions.
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NOTE 2 CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES, JUDGEMENTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Income tax
The consolidated entity is subject to income taxes in the jurisdictions in which it operates. Significant judgement
is required in determining the provision for income tax. There are many transactions and calculations undertaken
during the ordinary course of business for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain. The consolidated
entity recognises liabilities for anticipated tax audit issues based on the consolidated entity's current
understanding of the tax law. Where the final tax outcome of these matters is different from the carrying
amounts, such differences will impact the current and deferred tax provisions in the period in which such
determination is made.
Recovery of deferred tax assets
Deferred tax assets are recognised for deductible temporary differences only if the consolidated entity considers
it is probable that future taxable amounts will be available to utilise those temporary differences and losses.
Lease term
The lease term is a significant component in the measurement of both the right-of-use asset and lease liability.
Judgement is exercised in determining whether there is reasonable certainty that an option to extend the lease
or purchase the underlying asset will be exercised, or an option to terminate the lease will not be exercised, when
ascertaining the periods to be included in the lease term. In determining the lease term, all facts and
circumstances that create an economical incentive to exercise an extension option, or not to exercise a
termination option, are considered at the lease commencement date. Factors considered may include the
importance of the asset to the consolidated entity's operations; comparison of terms and conditions to prevailing
market rates; incurrence of significant penalties; existence of significant leasehold improvements; and the costs
and disruption to replace the asset. The consolidated entity reassesses whether it is reasonably certain to
exercise an extension option, or not exercise a termination option, if there is a significant event or significant
change in circumstances.
Incremental borrowing rate
Where the interest rate implicit in a lease cannot be readily determined, an incremental borrowing rate is
estimated to discount future lease payments to measure the present value of the lease liability at the lease
commencement date. Such a rate is based on what the consolidated entity estimates it would have to pay a third
party to borrow the funds necessary to obtain an asset of a similar value to the right-of-use asset, with similar
terms, security and economic environment.
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NOTE 3 SEGMENT INFORMATION
Accounting Policy
Segment Reporting
Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to the chief
operating decision maker. The chief operating decision maker, who is responsible for allocating resources and
assessing performance of the operating segments, has been identified as the Board. Management has
determined that based on the report reviewed by the Board and used to make strategic decisions, that the
consolidated entity has three reportable segment.
Identification of reportable operating segments
The consolidated entity is organised into three operating segments based on geographical location: Germany,
Other European (comprised of France, Norway and Italy) and Australia. These operating segments are based on
the internal reports that are reviewed and used by the Board of Directors (who are identified as the Chief
Operating Decision Makers (CODM)) in assessing performance and in determining the allocation of resources.
There is no aggregation of operating segments.
The CODM reviews EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation). The accounting policies
adopted for internal reporting to the CODM are consistent with those adopted in the financial statements.
The information reported to the CODM is on a monthly basis.
Types of products and services
Germany – the supply of geothermal energy, exploration relating to the Zero Carbon Lithium Project™ and
engineering services
France, Norway and Italy – exploration relating to battery minerals and geothermal lithium.
Australia – administration and Definitive Feasibility Study (“DFS”) ongoing costs.
Intersegment transactions
Intersegment transactions were made at market rates. Engineering services have been provided within the
German segment. All intersegment receivables and payables, including the profit margin, are eliminated on
consolidation
Major customers
During the year ended 30 June 2022, approximately €3.0m (2021: nil) of the consolidated entity’s external revenue
was derived from sales to Pfalzwerke.
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NOTE 3 SEGMENT INFORMATION (CONT.)
Segment performance

30/06/2022

Germany

Other European

Australia

Total

€'000

€'000

€'000

€'000

Revenue
Revenue from continuing
operations

3,799

-

-

3,799

Intersegment sales – Other own
work capitalised

3,696

-

-

3,696

Other income
Gain on deconsolidation
Share of loss on Investment
Total segment revenue

346
7,841

-

199
1,975
(495)
1,679

545
1,975
(495)
9,520

EBITDA

(7,022)

-

(8,775)

(15,797)

Depreciation and amortisation

(2,629)

-

-

(2,629)

Finance income/(expense) net

(4)

(56)

(60)

Loss before income tax expense

(9,655)

-

(8,831)

(18,486)

(365)

-

-

(365)

(10,020)

-

(8,831)

(18,851)

(6,784)

-

(1,009)

(7,793)

-

-

(3,637)

(3,637)

Germany

Other European

Australia

€'000

€'000

Income tax expense
Loss after income tax expense
Material items include:
Employee benefit expense
Share based payments expense

€'000

Total
€'000

Assets
Segment assets
Intersegment eliminations

115,874

160

263,218

379,252

-

-

-

(118,112)

Total assets

261,140

Liabilities
Segment liabilities
Intersegment eliminations
Total Liabilities
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NOTE 3 SEGMENT INFORMATION (CONT.)
For the year ended 30 June 2021

Segment performance

Exploration
Germany

€’000

30-Jun-21

Exploration
Norway

Australia

Total

€’000

€’000

€’000

Revenue
Interest income

-

-

75

75

Other income

205

-

115

320

Total segment revenue

205

-

191

395

Reconciliation of segment results to net loss before tax:
Amounts not included in segment results but reviewed by the Board
- Administration, consulting and other expenses

(7,121)

Net loss before tax from continuing operations

(6,726)

Segment assets
30-Jun-21
Total segment asset

Segment liabilities
30-Jun-21
Total segment liabilities
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Exploration
Germany

Exploration
Norway

Administration

Total

€’000

€’000

€’000

€’000

10,431

245

72,590

83,266

Exploration

Exploration

Germany

Norway

Administration

Total

€’000

€’000

€’000

€’000

1,135

228

380

1,743
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NOTE 4 REVENUE
2022

2021

€’000

€’000

Revenue from contract with customers
Sale of goods
Rendering of services

Revenue from continuing operations

2,977

-

822

-

3,799

-

3,799

-

Disaggregation of revenue

2022

Engineering
Services
€’000

Electricity sales
€’000

Total
€’000

Timing of revenue recognition
Goods transferred at a point in
time

2,977

-

2,977

Services transferred over time

-

822

822

2,977

822

3,799

Accounting Policy
The consolidated entity recognises revenue as follows:
Revenue from contracts with customers
Revenue is recognised at an amount that reflects the consideration to which the consolidated entity is expected
to be entitled in exchange for transferring goods or services to a customer. For each contract with a customer,
the consolidated entity: identifies the contract with a customer; identifies the performance obligations in the
contract; determines the transaction price which takes into account estimates of variable consideration and the
time value of money; allocates the transaction price to the separate performance obligation on the basis of the
relative stand-alone selling price of each distinct good or service to be delivered ; and recognises revenue when
or as each performance obligation is satisfied in a manner that depicts the transfer to the customer of the goods
and services promised.
Variable consideration within the transaction price, if any, reflects concessions provided to the customer such
as discounts, rebates and refunds, any potential bonuses receivable from the customer and any other contingent
events. Such estimates are determined using either the 'expected value' or 'most likely amount' method. The
measurement of variable consideration is subject to a constraining principle whereby revenue will only be
recognised to the extent that it is highly probable that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative revenue
recognised will not occur. The measurement constraint continues until the uncertainty associated with the
variable consideration is subsequently resolved. Amounts received that are subject to the constraining principle
are recognised as a refund liability.
Sale of goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised at the point in time when the customer obtains control of the goods,
which is generally at the time of delivery.
Rendering of services
Revenue from a contract to provide services is recognised over time as the services are rendered based on either
a fixed price or an hourly rate.
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NOTE 5 OTHER INCOME
2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Government grants

317

31

Interest income

228

75

-

84

-

205

545

395

R&D tax incentive
InnoEnergy Funding

Other own work capitalised

2022

2021

€’000

€’000

3,696

-

3,696

-

Accounting Policy
Interest
Interest revenue is recognised as interest accrues.
Other revenue
Other revenue is recognised when it is received or when the right to receive payment is established.
Other own work capitalised
Gec-co Global Engineering and Consulting-Company GmbH (renamed to Vulcan Energy Engineering GmbH VEE)
and GeoThermal Engineering GmbH (renamed to Vulcan Energy Subsurface Solutions GmbH VES) provide
services to Vulcan Energie Ressourcen GmbH, a wholly owned subsidiary of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited
which have been capitalised to exploration and evaluation expenditure and property, plant and equipment. These
services are disclosed in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income as other own work
capitalised. The expenses incurred by Vulcan Energy Engineering GmbH (previously Global Engineering and
Consulting-Company GmbH) and Vulcan Energy Subsurface Solutions GmbH (previously GeoThermal Engineering
GmbH) to provide these services are disclosed in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income
as employee benefit expenses. Other own work capitalised does not relate to any external revenue or any profit
margin charge to intercompany transactions.
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NOTE 6 EXPENSES
2022

2021

€’000

€’000

(a) Administrative expenses
Accounting, audit and company secretarial fees
Travel expenses
General expenses

311

65

372

33

3,140

458

3,823

556

(b) Consultancy and legal expenses
286

55

1,573

660

2,240

489

4,099

1,204

6,640

391

1,153
7,793

391

94

3

1,856

61

Right of use assets

200

18

Intangible assets

479

-

2,629

82

Corporate advisory fees
Consulting fees
Legal fees

(c) Employee benefit expense
Wages and salaries
Other benefits

(d) Depreciation and amortisation
Software
Plant and Equipment
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NOTE 7 INCOME TAX
2022
€’000
(a)

2021
€’000

The components of tax expense comprise:

Current tax

462

-

Deferred tax
Income tax expense reported in the of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income

(97)

-

365

-

(18,486)

(6,726)

(5,546)

(2,018)

682

1,422

3,688

499

1,541

97

365

-

136

59

(b) The prima facie tax on loss from ordinary activities before
income tax is reconciled to the income tax as follows:
Loss before income tax expense
Prima facie tax benefit on loss before income tax at 30% (2021: 30%)
Tax effect of amounts that are not deductible/taxable in calculating
taxable income
Non-deductible expense
Tax losses and temporary differences not brought to account
Foreign corporate rate differential
Income tax expense
c)

Deferred tax assets/(liabilities) not brought to accounts are:

Accruals
Prepayments

(107)

(14)

Other

2,308

41

Tax losses
Total deferred tax balances not brought to
account

2,461

664

4,798

750

Except for the deferred tax assets (note 17) and deferred tax liabilities (note 20) recognised in the subsidiary,
Natürlich Insheim GmbH, potential deferred tax assets attributable to tax losses and other temporary differences
have not been brought to account at 30 June 2022 because the directors do not believe it is appropriate to regard
realisation of the deferred tax assets as probable at this point in time. These benefits will only be obtained if:
-

the consolidated entity derives future assessable income of a nature and of an amount sufficient to
enable the benefit from the deductions for the expenditure to be realised; and

-

no changes in tax legislation adversely affect the consolidated entity in realising the benefit from the
deductions for the expenditure.

Accounting Policy
The income tax expense (revenue) for the year comprises current income tax expense (income) and deferred tax
expense (income).
Current Tax
Current income tax expense charged to the profit or loss is the tax payable on taxable income calculated using
applicable income tax rates enacted, or substantially enacted, as at the end of the reporting period. Current tax
liabilities (assets) are therefore measured at the amounts expected to be paid to (recovered from) the relevant
taxation authority.
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Deferred Tax
Deferred tax expense reflects movements in deferred tax asset and deferred tax liability balances during the year
as well as unused tax losses.
Current and deferred income tax expense (income) is charged or credited directly to equity instead of the profit
or loss when the tax relates to items that are credited or charged directly to equity.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are ascertained based on temporary differences arising between the tax bases
of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the financial statements. Deferred tax assets also result
where amounts have been fully expensed but future tax deductions are available. No deferred income tax will be
recognised from the initial recognition of an asset or liability, excluding a business combination, where there is
no effect on accounting or taxable profit or loss.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the
asset is realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the end of the
reporting period. Their measurement also reflects the manner in which management expects to recover or settle
the carrying amount of the related asset or liability.
Deferred tax assets relating to temporary differences and unused tax losses are recognised only to the extent
that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available against which the benefits of the deferred tax asset
can be utilised.
Where temporary differences exist in relation to investments in subsidiaries, branches, associates, and joint
ventures, deferred tax assets and liabilities are not recognised where the timing of the reversal of the temporary
difference can be controlled and it is not probable that the reversal will occur in the foreseeable future.
Current tax assets and liabilities are offset where a legally enforceable right of set-off exists and it is intended
that net settlement or simultaneous realisation and settlement of the respective asset and liability will occur.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset where a legally enforceable right of set-off exists, the deferred tax
assets and liabilities relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation authority on either the same taxable entity
or different taxable entities where it is intended that net settlement or simultaneous realisation and settlement
of the respective asset and liability will occur in future periods in which significant amounts of deferred tax assets
or liabilities are expected to be recovered or settled.

NOTE 8 LOSS PER SHARE
2022

Net loss for the year €'000

Weighted average number of ordinary
shares for basic and diluted loss per share

Basic and diluted loss per share (Euro)
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2021

(18,851)

(6,726)

124,671,203

87,204,203

(0.15)

(0.08)
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NOTE 8 LOSS PER SHARE (CONT.)
Accounting Policy
Basic Loss Per Share
Basic loss per share is determined by dividing net profit or loss after income tax attributable to members of the
Company, excluding any costs of servicing equity other than ordinary shares, by the weighted average number of
ordinary shares outstanding during the financial year, adjusted for bonus elements in ordinary shares issued
during the year.
Diluted Loss Per Share
Diluted loss per share adjusts the figures used in the determination of basic earnings per share to take into
account the after-income tax effect of interest and other financing costs associated with dilutive potential
ordinary shares and the weighted average number of shares assumed to have been issued for no consideration
in relation to dilutive potential ordinary shares.

NOTE 9 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
2022

2021

€’000

€’000

Cash at bank and in hand

150,378

3,891

Short-term deposits

25,038

68,603

175,416

72,494

Reconciliation of net loss after tax to net cash flows from operations
2022
€’000
Loss for the financial year
Share based payment expense
Impairment expense
Depreciation and amortisation
Share issued in exchange for services
Gain on deconsolidation

2021
€’000

(18,851)

(6,726)

3,637

4,080

36

143

2,629

82

478

213

(1,975)

-

Share of loss on investment

495

-

FX differences

105

63

Changes in assets/liabilities
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other payables
Movement in provisions
Net cash used in operating activities

(697)

(72)

2,249

392

547

47

(11,347)

(1,778)

Accounting Policy
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash at bank earns interest at floating rates based on daily deposit rates. Short-term deposits are made in varying
periods between one day and three months, depending on the immediate cash requirements of the Group and
earn interest at the respective short-term deposit rates.
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Trade and other receivables
Less: Allowance for expected credit loss

2022

2021

€’000

€’000

4,073

757

(43)

-

4,030

757

Allowance for expected credit loss
Trade and other receivables are non-interesting bearing and are generally on terms of 30 days. A provision for
€43,000 (30 June2021: nil) has been recorded to cover expected credit loss.
Accounting Policy
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables include amounts due from customers for goods sold and services performed in the
ordinary course of business. Receivables expected to be collected within 12 months of the end of the reporting
period are classified as current assets.
Goods and Services Tax (‘GST’)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST
incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office. In these circumstances, the GST is recognised as
part of the cost of acquisition of the asset of the assets or part of the expense.
Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or payable. The net amount of GST
recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as a current asset or liability in the Consolidated
statement of financial position.
Commitments and contingencies are disclosed net of the amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the tax
authority. Cash flows are presented in the statement of cash flows on a gross basis, except for the GST on
investing and financial activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.
Value Added Tax (“VAT”)
Revenues expenses and assets are recognised net of VAT, except where the amount of VAT incurred is not
recoverable from the German tax authority. In these circumstances the VAT is recognised as part of the cost of
acquisition or parts of the expense. Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of VAT
receivable or payable. The net amount of VAT recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included
as a current asset or liability in the Consolidated statement of financial position. Cash flows are presented in the
statement of cash flows on a gross basis, except for the VAT on investing and financial activities, which are
disclosed as operating cash flows.
Investments and other financial assets
Investments and other financial assets are initially measured at fair value. Transaction costs are included as part
of the initial measurement, except for financial assets at fair value through profit or loss. Such assets are
subsequently measured at either amortised cost or fair value depending on their classification. Classification is
determined based on both the business model within which such assets are held and the contractual cash flow
characteristics of the financial asset unless an accounting mismatch is being avoided.
Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows have expired or have been transferred
and the consolidated entity has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership. When there is no
reasonable expectation of recovering part or all of a financial asset its carrying value is written off.
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Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets not measured at amortised cost or at fair value through other comprehensive income are
classified as financial assets at fair value through profit or loss. Typically, such financial assets will be either: (i)
held for trading, where they are acquired for the purpose of selling in the short-term with an intention of making
a profit, or a derivative; or (ii) designated as such upon initial recognition where permitted. Fair value movements
are recognised in profit or loss.
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income include equity investments which the
consolidated entity intends to hold for the foreseeable future and has irrevocably elected to classify them as such
upon initial recognition.
Impairment of financial assets
The consolidated entity recognises a loss allowance for expected credit losses on financial assets which are
either measured at amortised cost or fair value through other comprehensive income. The measurement of the
loss allowance depends upon the consolidated entity’s assessment at the end of each reporting period as to
whether the financial instrument’s credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition, based on
reasonable and supportable information that is available, without undue cost or effort to obtain.
Where there has not been a significant increase in exposure to credit risk since initial recognition, a 12-month
expected credit loss allowance is estimated. This represents a portion of the asset’s lifetime expected credit
losses that is attributable to a default event that is possible within the next 12 months. Where a financial asset
has become credit impaired or where it is determined that credit risk has increased significantly, the loss
allowance is based on the asset’s lifetime expected credit losses. The amount of expected credit loss recognised
is measured on the basis of the probability weighted present value of anticipated cash shortfalls over the life of
the instrument discounted at the original effective interest rate.

NOTE 11 CONTRACT ASSETS
2022

2021

€’000

€’000

Contract assets

79

-

2022

2021

€’000

€’000

Reconciliation
Reconciliation of the written down values at the beginning
and end of the current and previous financial year are set
out below
-

-

Transfer from inventory

79

-

Closing balance

79

-

Opening balance

Accounting policy
Contract assets
Contract assets are recognised when the consolidated entity has transferred goods and services to the customer
but where the consolidated entity is yet establish an unconditional right to consideration. Contract assets are
treated as financial assets for impairment purposes.
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2022

2021

€’000

€’000

Spare parts

-

138
138

-

Accounting policy
Inventories
Raw materials, work in progress and finished goods are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value on a
“first in first out’’ basis. Cost comprises of direct materials and delivery costs, direct labour, import duties and
other taxes, an appropriate proportion of variable d fixed overhead expenditure based on normal operating
capacity, and, where applicable transfers from cash flow hedging reserves in equity. Costs of purchased
inventory re determined after deducting rebates and discounts received or receivable.

NOTE 13 EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION EXPENDITURE

Carrying amount of exploration and evaluation
expenditure

2022

2021

€'000

€'000

20,440

8,722

At the beginning of the year

8,722

1,563

Exploration expenditure incurred

11,273

3,590

363

-

(335)

-

-

3,627

-

(143)

417

85

20,440

8,722

Performance shares issued upon acquisition of GGH
Deconsolidation of Kuniko Ltd
Vulcan Energy Europe acquisition
Impairment
expense
Forex Gain
At the end of the year

Accounting Policy
Exploration and evaluation expenditure
Acquisition, exploration, and evaluation costs associated with mining tenements are accumulated in respect of
each identifiable area of interest. These costs are only carried forward to the extent that the rights of tenure to
that area of interest are current and that the costs are expected to be recouped through the successful
commercial development or sale of the area or where activities in the area have not yet reached a stage that
permits reasonable assessment of the existence of economically recoverable reserves.
Costs in relation to an abandoned area are written off in full against profit in the period in which the decision to
abandon the area is made.
Each area of interest is also reviewed annually, and acquisition costs written off to the extent that they will not
be recoverable in the future.
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2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Software

267

109

Plant & Equipment

28,439

356

Assets under Construction

22,784

470

51,490

935

Movement in carrying amounts of plant and equipment for year ended 30 June 2022

Balance at 1 July 2021

Software

Plant & Equipment

€'000

€'000
109

Acquired in business
combinations

34

Assets under
construction
€'000

Total
€'000

356

470

935

28,131

191

28,356

Additions

134

1,892

22,123

24,149

Depreciation

(10)

(1,940)

-

(1,950)

Balance at 30 June 2022

267

28,439

22,784

51,490

Movement in carrying amounts of plant and equipment for year ended 30 June 2021

Balance at 1 July 2020

Software

Plant & Equipment

Assets under
construction

Total

€'000

€'000

€'000

€'000

8

-

-

8
-

Additions
Depreciation
Forex Loss
Balance at 30 June 2021
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414

465

982

(3)

(61)

-

(64)

1

3

5

9

109

356
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935
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Accounting Policy
Property, plant and equipment
Plant and equipment is stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment. Historical cost
includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items
Once assets are available for use, depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate asset
costs over their estimated useful lives, as follows:
Software
Plant & Equipment

3 -5 years
2-15 years

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each balance date. An
asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is
greater than its estimated recoverable amount.

NOTE 15 LEASES
Right-of-use
asset

Buildings

Vehicles

€'000

€'000

Hardware and
Software
€'000

Total
€'000

Cost
At 1 July 2021

334

38

-

372

2,908

261

21

3,190

(334)

(38)

-

(372)

2,908

261

21

3,190

10

4

-

14

Depreciation for
the year

(107)

(83)

(10)

(200)

Eliminated upon
relinquishment

(10)

(4)

-

(14)

(107)

(83)

(10)

(200)

324

34

-

358

2,801

178

11

2,990

Additions
Leases
relinquished
At 30 June 2022
Accumulated Depreciation
At 1 July 2021

Carrying amount
At 1 July 2021
At 30 June 2022
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Right-of-use
asset

Buildings

Vehicles

Hardware and
Software

Total

€'000

€'000

€'000

€'000

Cost
At 1 July 2020

-

-

-

-

Additions

334

38

-

372

At 30 June 2021

334

38

-

372

-

-

-

-

(10)

(4)

-

(14)

(10)

(4)

-

(14)

-

-

-

-

324

34

-

358

Accumulated Depreciation
At 1 July 2020
Depreciation for
the year
Carrying amount
At 1 July 2020
At 30 June 2021

Lease Liabilities
At 1 July 2021
New lease
liabilities entered
during the period
Leases
relinquished
Add: Interest
Less: Payment
Closing Balance

Buildings

Vehicles

Hardware and
Software

Total

€'000

€'000

€'000

€'000

325

28

-

353

2,908

262

21

3,191

(325)

(28)

-

(353)

27

6

-

33

(131)

(78)

(10)

(219)

2,804

190

11

3,005

326

104

9

439

2,478

86

2

2,566

2,804

190

11

3,005

Represented by:
Current lease
liabilities
Non-current lease
liabilities
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Lease Liabilities
At 1 July 2020

Buildings

Vehicles

Hardware and
Software

Total

€'000

€'000

€'000

€'000

0

0

-

0

334

37

-

371

2

1

-

3

Less: Payment

(11)

(10)

-

(21)

Closing Balance

325

28

0

353

35

4

-

39

290

24

-

314

325

28

0

353

New lease
liabilities entered
during the period
Add: Interest

Represented by:
Current lease
liabilities
Non-current lease
liabilities

Accounting Policy
Right-of-use assets:
A right-of-use asset is recognised at the commencement date of a lease. The right-of-use asset is measured at
cost, which comprises the initial amount of the lease liability, adjusted for, as applicable, any lease payments
made at or before the commencement date net of any lease incentives received, any initial direct costs incurred,
and, except where included in the cost of inventories, an estimate of costs expected to be incurred for
dismantling and removing the underlying asset, and restoring the site or asset.
Right-of-use assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the unexpired period of the lease or the
estimated useful life of the asset, whichever is the shorter. Where the consolidated entity expects to obtain
ownership of the leased asset at the end of the lease term, the depreciation is over its estimated useful life. Rightof use assets are subject to impairment or adjusted for any remeasurement of lease liabilities.
The consolidated entity has elected not to recognise a right-of-use asset and corresponding lease liability for
short-term leases with terms of 12 months or less and leases of low-value assets. Lease payments on these
assets are expensed to profit or loss as incurred.
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Lease liabilities
A lease liability is recognised at the commencement date of a lease. The lease liability is initially recognised at
the present value of the lease payments to be made over the term of the lease, discounted using the interest rate
implicit in the lease or, if that rate cannot be readily determined, the consolidated entity’s incremental borrowing
rate. Lease payments comprise of fixed payments less any lease incentives receivable, variable lease payments
that depend on an index or a rate, amounts expected to be paid under residual value guarantees, exercise price
of a purchase option when the exercise of the option is reasonably certain to occur, and any anticipated
termination penalties. The variable lease payments that do not depend on an index or a rate are expensed in the
period in which they are incurred.
Lease liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. The carrying amounts are
remeasured if there is a change in the following: future lease payments arising from a change in an index or a rate
used; residual guarantee; lease term; certainty of a purchase option and termination penalties. When a lease
liability is remeasured, an adjustment is made to the corresponding right-of use asset, or to profit or loss if the
carrying amount of the right-of-use asset is fully written down.
The Group leases office space, a laboratory and vehicles through its German subsidiary Vulcan Energie
Ressourcen GmbH.

NOTE 16 INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Goodwill
Less: Impairment

2022

2021

€'000

€'000

1,076

-

(36)

-

1,040
Customer contracts – at cost

1,526

-

Less: Accumulated amortisation

(386)

-

1,140

-

Order backlog – at cost
Less: Accumulated amortisation

Operating permit - at cost
Less: Accumulated amortisation
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-

-

-

1,500

-

(47)

-

1,453

-

3,633

-
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Reconciliation of the written down values at the beginning and the end of the current and previous financial year
are set out below:
Customer
Contracts
€'000

Order
backlog
€'000

Operating
Permit
€'000

Goodwill

TOTAL

€'000

€'000

-

-

-

-

-

Acquired through business combinations

1,526

46

1,500

1,076

4,148

Less: Accumulated depreciation

(386)

(46)

(47)

-

(479)

-

-

-

(36)

(36)

1,140

-

1,453

1,040

3,633

Balance at 1 July 2021

Less: Impairment
Balance at 30 June 2022
Impairment testing

Goodwill acquired through business combinations have been allocated to the following cash-generating units:
€'000
Natürlich Insheim
GeoThermal Engineering GmbH (Geo–) - renamed to Vulcan Energy Subsurface
Solutions GmbH
Global Engineering & Consulting-Company GmbH (Gec-co) - renamed to Vulcan Energy
Engineering GmbH

35
1
1,040
1,076

The consolidated entity has subsequently impaired the goodwill related to Insheim and GeoT as at 30 June 2022.
The recoverable amount of the consolidated entity’s goodwill has been determined by a value-in-use calculation
using a discounted cash flow model, based on a 5 year projection period approved by management, together with
terminal value.
The following key assumptions were used in the discounted cash flow model:
13.2% pre-tax discount rate
18% average per annum projected EBITDA
The discount rate of 13.2% pre-tax reflects management’s estimate of the time value of money and Gec-co’s
weighted average cost of capital.
Sensitivity
As disclosed in note 2, the directors have made judgements and estimates in respect of impairment testing of
goodwill. Should these judgements and estimates not occur the resulting goodwill carrying amount may
decrease. The sensitivities are as follows:
Pre-tax discount rate would be required to increase to 28.2% for goodwill to be impaired, with all other
assumptions remaining constant.
EBITDA would be required to decrease to 9% for goodwill to be impaired, with all other assumptions
remaining constant.
Management believes that other reasonable changes in the key assumptions on which the recoverable amount of
the engineering is based would not cause the cash-generating unit’s carrying amount to exceed its recoverable
amount.
If there are any negative changes in the key assumptions on which the recoverable amount of goodwill is based,
this would result in further impairment charge for the engineering division’s goodwill.
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Accounting Policy
Goodwill and other indefinite life intangible assets
The consolidated entity tests annually, or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate
impairment, whether goodwill and other indefinite life intangible assets have suffered any impairment, in
accordance with the accounting policy stated in note 1. The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units have
been determined based on value-in-use calculations. These calculations require the use of assumptions,
including estimated discount rates based on the current cost of capital and growth rates of the estimated future
cash flows.
Intangible assets acquired as part of a business combination, other than goodwill, are initially measured at their
fair value at the date of the acquisition. Intangible assets acquired separately are initially recognised at cost.
Indefinite life intangible assets are not amortised and are subsequently measured at cost less any impairment.
Finite life intangible assets are subsequently measured at cost less amortisation and any impairment. The gains
or losses recognised in profit and loss arising from the derecognition of intangible assets are measured as the
difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the intangible asset. The method and
useful lives of finite life intangible assets are reviewed annually. Changes in the expected pattern of consumption
or useful life are accounted for prospectively by changing the amortisation method or period.
Impairment of non-financial assets other than goodwill and other indefinite life intangible assets
The consolidated entity assesses impairment of non-financial assets other than goodwill and other indefinite life
intangible assets at each reporting date by evaluating conditions specific to the consolidated entity and to the
particular asset that may lead to impairment. If an impairment trigger exists, the recoverable amount of the asset
is determined. This involves fair value less costs of disposal or value-in-use calculations, which incorporate a
number of key estimates and assumptions.
Recoverable amount is the higher of an as’et's fair value less costs of disposal and value-in-use. The value-in-use
is the present value of the estimated future cash flows relating to the asset using a pre-tax discount rate specific
to the asset or cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs. Assets that do not have independent cash flows
are grouped together to form a cash-generating unit.

NOTE 17 NON-CURRENT ASSETS: DEFERRED TAX
2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Deferred tax asset comprises temporary differences
attributable to:
Other
Property, plant and equipment

Deferred tax asset

18

-

1,692

-

1,710

-

-

-

1,768

-

(58)

-

1,710

-

Movements:
Opening balance
Additions through business combinations
Charged to income statement
Closing balance
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Trade payables (i)

2022

2021

€'000

€'000

6,183

912

Accrued expenses

802

82

Other payables

866

106

VAT Payable

503

235

8,354

1,335

(i)

Trade payables are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30-day terms.

Due to the short-term nature of these payables, their carrying value is assumed to be the same as their fair value.
Accounting Policy
Trade and other payables
Trade payables and other payables represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the Group prior to the
end of the financial year which are unpaid. The amounts are unsecured and are usually paid within 30 days of
recognition.

NOTE 19 PROVISIONS
Current:

Annual leave provision

2022

2021

€’000

€’000
608

55

55

-

Non-Current:
Other provisions

Amounts not expected to be settled within the next 12 months
The current provision for employee benefits includes all unconditional entitlements where employees have
completed the required period of service and also those where employees are entitled to pro-rata payments in
certain circumstances. The entire amount is presented as current, since the consolidated entity does not have
an unconditional right to defer settlement. However, based on past experience, the consolidated entity does not
expect all employees to take the full amount of accrued leave or require payment within the next 12 months.
Accounting Policy
Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the consolidated entity has a present (legal or constructive) obligation as a result
of a past event, it is probable the consolidated entity will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable
estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate
of the consideration required to settle the present obligation at the reporting date, taking into account the risks
and uncertainties surrounding the obligation. If the time value of money is material, provisions are discounted
using a current pre-tax rate specific to the liability. The increase in the provision resulting from the passage of
time is recognised as a finance cost.
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Employee benefits
Defined contribution superannuation expenses
Contributions to defined contribution superannuation plans are expensed in the period in which they are
incurred.
Short-term employee benefits
Liabilities for wages and salaries, including non-monetary benefits, annual leave and long service leave expected
to be settled wholly within 12 months of the reporting date are measured at the amounts expected to be paid when
the liabilities are settled.
Other long-term employee benefits
The liability for annual leave and long service leave not expected to be settled within 12 months of the reporting
date are measured at the present value of expected future payments to be made in respect of services provided
by employees up to the reporting date using the projected unit credit method. Consideration is given to expected
future wage and salary levels, experience of employee departures and periods of service. Expected future
payments are discounted using market yields at the reporting date on corporate bonds with terms to maturity
and currency that match, as closely as possible, the estimated future cash outflows.

NOTE 20 NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES: DEFERRED TAX
2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Deferred tax liability comprises temporary
differences attributable to:
Other
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax
liability

2

-

1,461

-

1,463

-

1,618

-

(155)

-

1,463

-

Movements:
Opening balance
Additions through business combinations
Charged to income statement
Closing balance
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30-Jun-22
No’000.

Fully paid ordinary shares

143,094

30-Jun-21
€’000

€’000

No.’000

258,933

108,423

85,272

Ordinary shares
Ordinary shares entitle the holder to participate in the dividends and the proceeds on winding up in proportion to
the number of and amounts paid on the shares held.
At shareholders meetings, each ordinary share is entitled to one vote when a poll is called, otherwise each
shareholder has one vote on a show of hands.
Share buy-back
There is no current on-market share buy-back.

Date

Number

Issue
Price

€'000

€
At 1 July 2021
Shares issued as consideration for
acquisition of Gec-co.
Shares issued as consideration for
acquisition of GGH
Shares issued for services rendered

108,422,717

85,272

6/07/2021

325,000

5.04

1,637

6/07/2021

11,396

5.04

57

19/08/2021

32,251

7.84

253

Placement

22/09/2021

14,814,815

8.35

123,680

Share Purchase Plan

18/10/2021

228,434

8.65

1,975

Exercise of warrants

1/12/2021

521,304

-

-

Placement

17/12/2021

65,317

8.47

553

Exercise of performance shares

17/12/2021

4,400,000

-

-

Exercise of performance rights

17/12/2021

2,786,364

-

-

Shares issued for services rendered

8/02/2022

37,492

6.00

225

Shares issued to Stellantis

27/06/2022

11,448,959

4.34

49,660

Less capital raising costs
At 30 June 2022
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Date

Issue
Price

Number

€'000

€
At 1 July 2020
Shares issued in lieu of cash fees for
services rendered
Conversion of Listed Options
Conversion of Unlisted Listed Options
Conversion of Class B Performance
Rights Introducer shares
Introducer shares
Shares issued to Director
Conversion of Class B Performance
Shares
Conversion of Class E and K
Performance Shares
Conversion of Listed Options
Placement
Conversion of Class H Performance
shares
Less capital raising costs

67,217,755
6/10/2020

7,193

400,000

0.53

213

8,930,765

0.18

1,621

1,125,250

0.50

564

16/09/2020

500,000

-

-

16/09/2020

660,000

0.56

368

27/11/2020

100,000

1.49

149

15/01/2021

4,400,000

-

-

15/01/2021

2,250,000

-

-

3,457,409

0.18

628

18,423,077

4.07

74,964

260,000

-

-

-

-

(3,844)

2/07/202017/12/2020
15/10/202026/11/2020

20/12/202020/01/2021
6/02/2021
11/05/2021

Placement to Directors

30/06/2021

38,461

4.07

156

Introducer shares

30/06/2021

660,000

4.94

3,260

At 30 June 2021
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Accounting Policy
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares or
options are shown in equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds. Incremental costs directly
attributable to the issue of new shares or options for the acquisition of a business are not included in the cost
of the acquisition as part of the purchase consideration.
If the entity reacquires its own equity instruments, for example, as a result of a share buy-back, those
instruments are deducted from equity and the associated shares are cancelled. No gain or loss is recognised
in the profit or loss and the consideration paid including any directly attributable incremental costs (net of
income taxes) is recognised directly in equity.

NOTE 22 RESERVES
2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Share-based payment reserve

8,995

4,995

Foreign currency translation reserve

7,817

827

16,812

5,822

Total
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Number of
Performance
Shares

Number of
Performance
Rights

512,447

4,400,000

11,238,688

4,995

Issue of performance rights during the year

-

-

204,000

-

Recognition of sha–e - based payment expense for
performance rights issued to Directors, staff &
consultants (Note 30)

-

-

-

3,289

Performance shares issued upon purchase of GGH

-

91,174

-

363

Recognition of sha–e - based payment expense for
performance rights issued to Vendors on
Acquisition (Note 30)

-

-

-

218

Issue of unlisted options during the year

-

-

-

-

Exercise of unlisted options during the year

-

-

-

-

Exercise of Performance rights during the year

-

-

(2,786,364)

-

8,857

-

-

-

(521,304)

-

-

-

Recognition of shared based payment expense for
warrants

-

-

-

130

Exercise of Performance Shares during the year

-

(4,400,000)

-

-

On issue at 30 June 2022

-

91,174

8,656,324

8,995

Number of
Warrants

€’000

Movement reconciliation
On issue at 1 July 2021

Issue of warrants during the year
Warrants exercised during the year
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Number of
Listed
options

Number of
Warrants

Number of
Unlisted
Options

Number of
Performance
Shares

Number of
Performance
Rights

€ '000

Movement reconciliation
On issue at 1 July 2020
Issue of performance rights during the
year
Recognition of share - based payment
expense for performance rights issued to
Directors, staff & consultants (Note 19)
Performance rights cancelled during the
year
Recognition of share - based payment
expense for performance rights issued to
Vendors on Acquisition (Note 19)
Issue of unlisted options during the year
Exercise of unlisted options during the
year
Recognition of share based payment
expense for unlisted options issued (Note
19)

-

12,419,759

-

8,800,000

4,250,000

1,065

-

-

-

-

10,248,688

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,766

-

-

-

-

(250,000)

-

-

-

-

-

-

471

-

-

1,112,250

-

-

-

(1,112,250)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

231

Exercise of listed options during the year

-

(12,388,174)

-

-

-

-

Listed options expired during the year

-

(31,585)

-

-

-

-

Exercise of Performance rights during the
year

-

-

-

-

(3,010,000)

-

-

-

-

-

Warrants issued during the year
Recognition of shared based payment
expense for warrants issued during the
year
Exercise of Performance Shares during
the year
Recognition of shared based payment
expense for performance rights issued to
Directors & staff in prior periods (Note 19)
On issue at 30 June 2021
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-

-

234

-

-

-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

228

512,447

-

-

4,400,000
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The option reserve is used to record the value of share-based payments provided to outside parties, and sharebased remuneration provided to employees and directors.
Foreign Currency Translation Reserve

Balance at the beginning of the year
Movement during the year
Balance at the end of the year

2022

2021

€'000

€'000
827

(22)

6,990

849

7,817

827

The reserve is used to recognise exchange differences arising from the translation of the financial statements
of foreign operations to Euro.

NOTE 23 INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATE
On 24 August 2021, Kuniko Limited successfully completed an initial public offering listing on the Australian Stock
Exchange (ASX:KNI), thereby completing the spin-off of the Norwegian assets announced in June 2021. On the 17
August 2021, the initial public offering shares were issued, with the Company retaining a 25.85% shareholding.
The loss of control of Kuniko Limited by the Company resulted in €1,975,185 gain on deconsolidation.
The following table summarises the deconsolidation of Kuniko Limited:
€‘000
Net liabilities on deconsolidation of Kuniko Limited

266

Revaluation of interest in Kuniko Limited

1,709

Gain on deconsolidation

1,975

The Company’s interest in Kuniko Limited is recognised as an investment in associate accounted for using the
equity method, resulting in €1,708,987 investment in associate at deconsolidation. Subsequently, the Company’s
share of Kuniko Limited’s loss for the period was offset against the investment resulting in the amount
recognised as investment in associate as follows:
€‘000
Initial carrying value on deconsolidation

1,709

Share of loss in Kuniko Limited for the period 17 August to 30 June 2022

(474)

Share of other comprehensive income
Investment in associate
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Interests in associates are accounted for using the equity method of accounting. Information relating to
associates that are material to the consolidated entity are set out below:

Name

Principal place of business /
Country of incorporation

Kuniko Ltd

Australia

Ownership interest
2022
2021
%
%
20.24%

0%

Kuniko Ltd
2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Summarised statement of financial position
Current assets
Non-current
assets

6,985

53

2,665

245

Total assets

9,650

298

(678)

(243)

-

(249)

Total liabilities

(678)

(492)

Net assets/(liabilities)

8,972

(194)

Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities

Summarised statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income
Revenue

-

-

Expenses

(1,391)

(400)

Loss before income tax
Income tax
expense

(1,391)

(400)

-

-

Loss after income tax

(1,391)

(400)

Other comprehensive loss

(115)

-

Total comprehensive loss

(1,506)

(400)
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Accounting policy
Associates
Associates are entities over which the consolidated entity has significant influence but not control or joint
control. Investments in associates are accounted for using the equity method. Under the equity method, the
share of the profits or losses of the associate is recognised in profit or loss and the share of the movements
in equity is recognised in other comprehensive income. Investments in associates are carried in the
statement of financial position at cost plus post-acquisition changes in the consolidated ent’ty's share of net
assets of the associate. Goodwill relating to the associate is included in the carrying amount of the investment
and is neither amortised nor individually tested for impairment. Dividends received or receivable from
associates reduce the carrying amount of the investment.
When the consolidated entity’s share of losses in an associate equals or exceeds its interest in the associate,
including any unsecured long-term receivables, the consolidated entity does not recognise further losses,
unless it has incurred obligations or made payments on behalf of the associate.
The consolidated entity discontinues the use of the equity method upon the loss of significant influence over
the associate and recognises any retained investment at its fair value. Any difference between the associate’s
carrying amount, fair value of the retained investment and proceeds from disposal is recognised in profit or
loss.
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Global Geothermal Holding UG
On 2 July 2021 Vulcan Energie Ressourcen GmbH, a subsidiary of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited, acquired
100% of the shares in Global Geothermal Holding UG (‘GGH’) with an effective date on 2 July 2021 (closing-date).
Dr Horst Kreuter, CEO of Vulcan Energie Ressourcen GmbH, and a related party of Vulcan Energy Resources
Limited, and Mr Thorsten Weimann, Chief Operating Officer and a related party of Vulcan Energy Resources
Limited were the sole shareholders of GGH.
With a share price at closing date of €5.04 (AUD7.90), the agreed purchase price for 11,396 ordinary shares
amounted to €57,411.
Additionally, 91,174 performance shares with a fair value €363,307 have been recognised as deferred
consideration, based on management’s assessment of the probability of achieving the performance milestones.
The performance shares were issued in equal number to Dr Horst Kreuter and Mr Thorsten Weimann. Milestones
as follows:
The Performance Shares will convert into Shares upon achievement of any of the following in relation to any of
the licenses held by GGH:
(a)

the Company (or any of its subsidiaries) obtaining a positive approval for geothermal brine
production from the relevant governmental authority following a provisional environmental
impact assessment;

(b)

the Company (or any of its subsidiaries) obtaining approval for the construction and operation
of a main operating plant under Germany’s Federal Mining Act (BBergG);

(c)

the Company (or any of its subsidiaries) obtaining the first approval for a special operating
plan in accordance with BBergG;

(d)

the Company (or any of its subsidiaries) the first approval or pre-approval from the relevant
governmental authority for the construction of a geothermal organic rankine cycle plant; or

(e)

the Company (or any of its subsidiaries) obtaining the first approval or pre-approval from the
relevant governmental authority for the construction of a direct lithium extraction (lithium
conveying) plant.

Purchase Consideration:

€

Shares issued

57,411

Performance shares issued (refer to note 13)

363,307

Net consideration

420,718

Net Assets Acquired:

€

Fair value of net liabilities acquired
Exploration and evaluation expenditure
Net assets acquired

(1,193)
421,911
420,718

Management has determined that the acquisitions do not meet the definition of a business within AASB 3
Business Combinations. The transactions have been accounted for as an asset acquisition.
Since GGH is an entity which holds exploration licences including Taro where the majority of the indicated
resources is generated from, the acquisition of GGH is considered an asset acquisition rather than a business
combination.
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Accounting Policy
Asset Acquisition not constituting a Business
When an asset acquisition does not constitute a business combination, the assets and liabilities are assigned a
carrying amount based on their relative fair values in an asset purchase transaction and no deferred tax will arise
in relation to the acquired assets and assumed liabilities as the initial recognition exemption for deferred tax
under AASB 112 applies. No goodwill will arise on the acquisition and transaction costs of the acquisition will be
included in the capitalised cost of the asset.

NOTE 25 INTERESTS IN SUBSIDIARIES
The consolidated financial statements incorporate assets, liabilities and results of the following wholly-owned
subsidiaries in accordance with the accounting policy described in note 1
Entity

Location

Primary
activity

Date of
foundation or
acquisition

Ownership
Interest
2022 (%)

Ownership
Interest
2021 (%)

Global Geothermal Holding
UG

Karlsruhe

Group holding

July 2, 2021

100

0

GeoThermal Engineering
GmbH (renamed to Vulcan
Energy Subsurface
Solutions GmbH )

Karlsruhe

Operating
entity

July 2, 2021

100

0

Gec-co Global Engineering
and Consulting-Company
GmbH (renamed to Vulcan
Energy Engineering GmbH)

Augsburg

Operating
entity

July 2, 2021

100

0

Vulcan Geothermal GmbH

Karlsruhe

Group holding

July 09, 2021

100

0

VER GEO LIO GmbH

Karlsruhe

Group holding

July 12, 2021

100

0

Vercana GmbH

Karlsruhe

Operating
entity

December
09, 2021

100

0

Natürlich Insheim GmbH

Karlsruhe
(previously:
Ludwigshafen)

Operating
entity

December 31,
2021

100

0

Koppar Resources Europe
Pty Limited (renamed to
Kuniko Limited)

Perth

Operating
entity

May 24, 2017

0

100

Vulcan Energy Europe Pty
Limited

Perth

Operating
entity

October 11,
2019

100

100

Vulcan Energie
Ressourcen GmbH

Karlsruhe

Operating
entity

September
26, 2019

100

100

Vulcan Italy Limited

Perth

Operating
entity

July 5, 2021

100

0
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Natürlich Insheim GmbH (previously: Pfalzwerke Geofuture GmbH)
VER GEO LIO GmbH, an indirect subsidiary of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited, acquired 100% shares in Natürlich
Insheim GmbH (‘Natürlich Insheim’), in accordance with the Share Purchase Agreement, with an effective date on
31 December 2021 (closing-date).
The preliminary purchase price for the acquisition of Natürlich Insheim amounted to €32,684,814 and was paid in
cash. The preliminary purchase price has been adjusted by €1,410,417 based on the purchase price adjustments
stated in the Share Purchase Agreement. Therefore, the adjusted purchase price amounts to €31,274,397 and is
now final.
The acquired business contributed revenues of €2,976,987, earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA) of €676,418, and a loss after tax of €105,243 to the consolidated entity for the period 1
January 2022 to 30 June 2022. If the acquisition occurred on 1 July 2021 the full year contributions would have
been revenues of €5,953,974, a loss after tax of €210,486 and EBITDA of €1,352,836.
Natürlich Insheim owns and operates a geothermal power plant in Insheim, Germany.
The values identified in relation to the acquisition of Insheim are final as at 30 June 2022.
Details of the acquisition are as follows:
€’000
Cash
Trade and other receivables
Inventory
Property, plant & equipment
Deferred tax asset
Trade and other payables
Other provisions
Fair value of net assets acquired

Goodwill
Operating permit
Intangibles acquired on acquisition
Deferred tax liabilities arising on acquisition
Acquisition-date fair value of total consideration

922
754
138
28,313
1,747
(894)
(50)
30,930

35
1,500
1,535
(1,191)
31,274

Representing:
€’000
Cash paid
Loan repayment to Pfalzwerke Geofuture GmbH
Profit transfer adjustment
Total consideration
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Gec-co Global Engineering & Consulting-Company GmbH
Vulcan Energie Ressourcen GmbH, a subsidiary of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited, acquired 100% of
geothermal surface consultancy company, Global Engineering and Consulting - Company GmbH (‘Gec-co’), in
accordance with the Share Purchase Agreement, with an effective date on 2 July 2021 (closing-date). Mr Thorsten
Weimann, Chief Operating Officer of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited is the sole shareholder of Gec-co.
325,000 fully paid ordinary shares of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited were issued, totalling to €1,627,720 based
on a share price at closing date of €5.01 (AUD7.93).
This is an engineering business and operates in the renewables sector. The goodwill of €1.040m represents the
expected synergies from merging this business with the other entities and reducing external consultancy costs.
The acquired business contributed revenues (including other own works capitalised) of €2,979,154 for sale of
services and loss after tax of €900,073 to the consolidated entity for the period from 2 July 2021 to 30 June 2022.
As the acquisition occurred on 2 July 2022, the full year contribution is the same as above.
Additionally, a cash payment of €862,750 linked to project development milestones of the Vulcan Zero Carbon
Lithium™ Project has been recognised as deferred consideration, based on management’s assessment of the
probability of achieving the milestones. Milestones as follows:
(a) The first building permit for the construction of an ORC (geothermal) plant is granted;
(b) The first building permit or approval pursuant to the German Federal Immission Control Act (BlmSchG) for the
construction of a DLE (lithium extraction) plant is granted.
The values identified in relation to the acquisition of Gec-co are final as at 30 June 2022.
Details of the acquisition are as follows:
€‘000
Cash
Trade and other receivables
Contract assets
Other assets
Trade and other payables
Loans and borrowings
Fair value of net assets acquired

246
557
192
122
(372)
(348)
397

Customer relationships
Order backlog
Goodwill
Intangibles acquired on acquisition

1,393
46
1,040
2,479

Deferred tax liabilities arising on acquisition
Acquisition-date fair value of total consideration

(386)
2,490

Representing:
€‘000
Shares issued (refer to note 3)
Deferred consideration
Total consideration
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GeoThermal Engineering GmbH
Vulcan Energie Ressourcen GmbH, a subsidiary of Vulcan Energy Resources Limited, acquired 100% of the shares
in GeoThermal Engineering GmbH (‘GeoT’) in accordance with the Share Purchase Agreement, with effective date
on 2 July 2021 (closing-date). Dr Horst Kreuter, CEO of Vulcan Energie Ressourcen GmbH, and a related party of
Vulcan Energy Resources Limited, was the sole shareholder of GeoT.
The acquisition costs for 100% of the shares in GeoT were payable in cash. The agreed purchase price was €1.
GeoT is an independent planning and consulting company for the development of deep geothermal projects
worldwide. In cooperation with partners and investors, GeoT develops national and international projects in
regions that offer favourable conditions for a sustainable heat and/or power production from geothermal energy.
Furthermore, GeoT designs optimally adapted exploration programs for each project by individual composing of
the different exploration methods.
The acquired business contributed revenues (including other own work capitalised) of €1,469,495 for sale of
services and loss after tax of of €263,250 to the consolidated entity for the period from 2 July 2021 to 30 June
2022. As the acquisition occurred on 2 July 2022, the full year contribution is the same as above.
The values identified in relation to the acquisition of GeoT are final as at 30 June 2022.
Details of the acquisition are as follows:
€
Cash
Trade and other receivables
Other assets
Trade and other payables
Loans and borrowings
Fair value of net liabilities acquired

62,150
151,854
134,223
(156,342)
(285,330)
(93,445)

Customer relationships
Goodwill
Intangibles acquired on acquisition

133,316
1,298
134,614

Deferred tax liabilities arising on acquisition
Acquisition-date fair value of total consideration

(41,168)
1

Representing:
€
Cash paid or payable to vendor

1

Total consideration

1
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Accounting policy
Business combinations
The acquisition method of accounting is used to account for business combinations regardless of whether
equity instruments or other assets are acquired.
The consideration transferred is the sum of the acquisition-date fair values of the assets transferred, equity
instruments issued or liabilities incurred by the acquirer to former owners of the acquiree and the amount of any
non-controlling interest in the acquiree. For each business combination, the non-controlling interest in the
acquiree is measured at either fair value or at the proportionate share of the acquiree's identifiable net assets.
All acquisition costs are expensed as incurred to profit or loss.
On the acquisition of a business, the consolidated entity assesses the financial assets acquired and liabilities
assumed for appropriate classification and designation in accordance with the contractual terms, economic
conditions, the consolidated entity's operating or accounting policies and other pertinent conditions in
existence at the acquisition-date.
Where the business combination is achieved in stages, the consolidated entity remeasures its previously held
equity interest in the acquiree at the acquisition-date fair value and the difference between the fair value and
the previous carrying amount is recognised in profit or loss.
Contingent consideration to be transferred by the acquirer is recognised at the acquisition-date fair value.
Subsequent changes in the fair value of the contingent consideration classified as an asset or liability is
recognised in profit or loss. Contingent consideration classified as equity is not remeasured and its subsequent
settlement is accounted for within equity.
The difference between the acquisition-date fair value of assets acquired, liabilities assumed and any noncontrolling interest in the acquiree and the fair value of the consideration transferred and the fair value of any
pre-existing investment in the acquiree is recognised as goodwill. If the consideration transferred and the preexisting fair value is less than the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired, being a bargain purchase to
the acquirer, the difference is recognised as a gain directly in profit or loss by the acquirer on the acquisitiondate, but only after a reassessment of the identification and measurement of the net assets acquired, the noncontrolling interest in the acquiree, if any, the consideration transferred and the acquirer's previously held equity
interest in the acquiree.
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The Group’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk (including foreign exchange risk and
interest rate risk), credit risk, liquidity risk and price risk. The Group’s overall risk management programme
focuses on the unpredictability of the financial markets and seeks to minimise potential adverse effects on the
financial performance of the Group. The Group uses different methods to measure and manage different types
of risks to which it is exposed.
These include monitoring levels of exposure to interest rate and foreign exchange risk and assessments of
market forecasts for interest rate and foreign exchange prices. Ageing analysis and monitoring of specific credit
allowances are undertaken to manage credit risk. Liquidity risk is monitored through the development of future
cash flow forecasts.
Risk management is carried out by Management and overseen by the Board of Directors with assistance from
suitably qualified external advisors.
The main risks arising for the Group are foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk, credit risk and liquidity risk. The
Board reviews and agrees policies for managing each of these risks and they are summarised below.
The carrying values of the Group’s financial instruments are as follows:
2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents

175,416

72,494

4,030

757

179,446

73,251

Trade and other payables

8,354

1,335

Lease liabilities

3,005

353

11,359

1,688

Trade and other receivables

Financial Liabilities

(a)

Market risk

(i.)

Foreign exchange risk

The Group’s exposure to foreign currency risk at the end of the reporting period, expressed in Euro, was as
follows:

2022

2021

€’000

€’000

Trade payables

(2,427)

(1,051)

Other payables

(54)

(55)

(2,481)

(1,106)
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The aggregate net foreign exchange gains/losses recognised in the P&L were:

Net foreign exchange gains recognised in the P&L were (in Euro):

2022
€’000

2021
€’000

285

48

Sensitivity
As shown in the table above, the group is primarily exposed to changes in EUR/AUD exchange rates. The
sensitivity of profit or loss to changes in the exchange rates is:
Impact on post-tax profit
2022
2021
€’000
€’000
(215)
7
215
(8)

EUR/AUD exchange rate - increase 10% (2020 -10%)*
EUR/AUD exchange rate - decrease 10% (2020 -10%)*
*Holding all other variables constant
(ii.)

Interest rate risk

The Group is exposed to interest rate risk, which is the risk that a financial instrument’s value will fluctuate as a
result of changes in the market interest rates on interest bearing financial instruments. The Group’s exposure to
this risk relates primarily to the Group’s cash and any cash on deposit. The Group does not use derivatives to
mitigate these exposures. The Group manages its exposure to interest rate risk by holding certain amounts of
cash in fixed and floating interest rate facilities. At the reporting date, the interest rate profile of the Group’s
interest-bearing financial instruments was:
2022
Weighted
average
interest rate
Cash and cash equivalents

0.25%

2021
Balance
€’000
103,558

Weighted
average
interest rate
0.23%

Balance
€’000
72,494

Sensitivity
Within the analysis, consideration is given to potential renewals of existing positions and the mix of fixed and
variable interest rates. The following sensitivity analysis is based on the interest rate risk exposures in
existence at the reporting date. The 1% increase and 1% decrease in rates is based on reasonably expected
possible changes over a financial year.
At 30 June 2022, if interest rates had moved, as illustrated in the table below, with all other variables held
constant, losses and equity would have been affected as follows:
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+ 1.0% (100 basis points)
- 1.0% (100 basis points)
(b)

Profit
higher/(lower)
2022
€
1,035,576
(1,035,576)

Profit
higher/(lower)
2021
€
724,941
(724,941)

Credit risk

Credit risk arises from the financial assets of the Group, which comprise cash and cash equivalents, trade and
other receivables and other financial assets. The Group’s exposure to credit risk arises from potential default of
the counterparty, with maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount of the financial assets.
The Group’s policy is to trade only with recognised, creditworthy third parties. It is the Group’s policy that all
customers who wish to trade on credit terms will be subject to credit verification procedures.
In addition, receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis with the result that the Group’s exposure to
bad debts is not significant. There are no significant concentrations of credit risk within the Group except for
cash and cash equivalents.
(c)

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The
Group’s approach to managing liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that it will always have sufficient liquidity
to meet its liabilities when due, under both normal and stressed conditions, without incurring unacceptable
losses or risking damage to its reputation.
The Group manages liquidity risk by maintaining adequate cash reserves from funds raised in the market and by
continuously monitoring forecast and actual cash flows. The Group does not have any external borrowings.
The following are the contractual maturities of financial liabilities:

2022
Trade and other payables
Lease Liabilities

1 year or less

1-5 years

> 5 years

Total

€

€

€

€

8,354,088

-

-

8,354,088

438,902

837,649

1,727,910

3,004,461

1,335,425

-

-

1,335,425

39,430

179,025

134,793

353,248

2021
Trade and other payables
Lease Liabilities
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(d)

Price risk.

The Group is exposed to the commodity price risk, as its energy sales are predominantly subject to prevailing
market prices. The contract with Pfalzwerke guarantees a minimum price of €0.25 per kWh. During the financial
year ending 30 June 2022 Vulcan sold 11,908 MWh at an average price of €0.25 per kWh. In a full year of trading
23,000 MWh is expected.
At 50per cent of the upward movement in the price for Mwh, the Group’s loss would decrease by €1.9m. At 100
per cent upward price movement the loss would decrease by €3.8m.
(e)

Capital risk management.

The Group’s objectives when managing capital are to:
• Safeguard their ability to continue as a going concern, so that it can continue to provide returns for
shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders; and
• Maintain an optimal capital structure to reduce the cost of capital.
In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the number of dividends paid to
shareholders, return capital to shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets to reduce debt.
Given the stage of the Company’s development there are no formal targets set for return on capital. The Company
is not subject to externally imposed capital requirements. The net equity of the Company is equivalent to capital.
Net capital is obtained through capital raisings on the Australian Securities Exchange (“ASX”).

NOTE 28 CHANGES IN LIABILITIES ARISING FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Lease
liability
€’000
Balance at 1 July 2020

Total
€’000
-

-

Net cash used in financing activities

(14)

(14)

Additions to leases

367

367

Balance at 30 June 2021

353

353

Balance at 1 July 2021

353

353

Net cash used in financing activities

(185)

(185)

Additions to leases

3,190

3,190

Other changes
Balance at 30 June 2022

(353)

(353)

3,005

3,005

NOTE 29 NON-CASH INVESTING AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Additions to the right of use assets
Performance shares issued for consideration of
acquisition (note 24)
Shares issued for consideration of acquisition (note 26),
(note 24)

2022

2021

€'000

€'000

3,190
363
1,685
5,238
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2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Recognised share-based payment transactions
Performance rights issued to Directors, staff and consultants (i)

520

2,767

2,769

228

Performance shares issued to Vendors of Acquisition (iii)

218

471

Performance shares issued as consideration for acquisition of
subsidiary GGH

363

-

Shares issued for consideration of services

478

213

-

149

130

234

Performance rights issued to Directors & staff in prior periods (ii)

Shares issued to Director
Warrants (iv)
Unlisted Options

-

231

Shares issued to Introducers of Acquisition (Note 13)

-

3,627

4,478

7,920

2022
€'000

2021
€'000

Represented by
Shared-based payment expense
Investor relations expense
Introducer fee
Capitalised exploration assets (Note 13)

(i)

3,637

4,080

478

213

-

-

363

3,627

4,478

7,920

Details of new performance rights issued during the year:

On 16 December 2021, the company issued 204,000 performance rights to Chief Financial Officer in Germany,
Company Secretary and Communications Manager to align their interests to that of the Company's shareholders
and assist as an effective means of retaining staff.

Fair value
of each
right (EUR)

Grant date

Price at
grant date
(EUR)

Class P

7.54

16/12/2021

Class T

7.54

Class V

Share
based
payment
expense
(EUR)

Expiry date

Number of
rights

Total value
of rights
(EUR)

7.54

1/12/2023

58,000

437,320

183,258

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2024

18,000

135,720

60,428

7.54

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2024

18,000

135,720

21,242

Class Y

7.54

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2024

60,000

452,400

211,881

Class Z

7.54

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2024

50,000

377,000

43,039

Total

519,848

Type
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Details of performance rights vesting conditions:
Class P:
The Company announcing before 31 December 2022 a positive definitive Feasibility Study in relation to Project
confirming it is commercially viable with and expiry date of 1 December 2023.
Class T:
The Company being issued a building permit for the first geothermal power plant or, in the case of pure heating
project with no electricity production, the transfer station, on or before the Expiry Date of 1 December 2024.
Class V:
The Company is being granted a permit according to BlmSchG for the first lithium refinery, on or before the Expiry
Date 1 December 2024.
Class Y:
The Company announcing successful listing of Vulcan Energy on the regulated market of the Frankfurt Stock
Exchange on or before the expiry date of 1 December 2024.
Class Z:
Performance Rights will vest upon the Company obtaining project finance for the first commercial plant, on or
before the Expiry Date of 1 December 2024.

Grant date

Price at
grant date
(EUR)

Class P

7.54

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2023

58,000

437,320

183,258

Class T

7.54

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2024

18,000

135,720

60,428

Class V

7.54

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2024

18,000

135,720

21,242

Class Y

7.54

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2024

60,000

452,400

211,881

Class Z

7.54

16/12/2021

7.54

1/12/2024

50,000

377,000

43,039

Total

519,848

Type
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NOTE 30 SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS (CONT.)
(ii) Details of performance rights issued in prior years:

Type

Fair
value of
each
right
(EUR)

Expected
volatility

Grant date

Price at
grant date
(EUR)

Expiry date

Vesting
hurdle
(5-day
VWAP)

Interest
rate

Number of
Rights

Total
value of
Rights
(EUR)

Share based
payment
expense
(EUR)

Class F

0.09

N/A

4/09/2019

0.09

4/09/2022

N/A

N/A

1,250,000

116,213

62,139

Class I

0.13

N/A

14/05/2020

0.13

1/12/2023

N/A

N/A

500,000

66,983

50,673

Class I

0.65 &
0.55

N/A

11/9/2020
&
15/9/2020

0.65 &
0.55

1/12/2023

N/A

N/A

250,000 &
250,000

300,000

239,375

Class J

0.55

70%

10/09/2020

0.55

16/09/2023

1.84

0.26%

2,500,000

1,368,598

294,717

Class L

0.55

70%

10/09/2020

0.55

16/09/2023

1.64

0.26%

1,000,000

547,439

311,237

Class N

0.55

N/A

10/09/2020

0.55

1/12/2023

N/A

N/A

1,500,000

821,159

533,658

Class P

0.55 &
4.67

N/A

15/09/2020
&
29/06/2021

0.55 &
4.67

1/12/2023

N/A

N/A

250,000 &
60,000

417,700

216,541

Class Q

1.47

N/A

25/11/2020

1.47

27/11/2021

N/A

N/A

100,000

147,060

62,646

Class R

1.47

N/A

25/11/2020

1.47

27/11/2022

N/A

N/A

100,000

147,060

76,428

Class S

4.95

N/A

24/06/2021

4.95

30/06/2025

N/A

N/A

38,688

191,561

117,679

Class T

4.82

N/A

29/06/2021

4.82

1/12/2024

N/A

N/A

250,000

1,205,360

303,555

Class U

4.82

N/A

29/06/2021

4.82

1/12/2024

N/A

N/A

250,000

1,205,360

285,706

Class V

4.82

N/A

29/06/2021

4.82

1/12/2024

N/A

N/A

100,000

482,144

121,423

Class W

4.82

N/A

29/06/2021

4.82

1/12/2024

N/A

N/A

100,000

482,144

92,881

Total

2,768,658

Details of Performance Rights vesting conditions:
Class F
- Vest immediately and will convert into shares on the Company announcing that it has secured either an offtake
agreement representing a minimum of 30% of production volume over a three-year term, or a downstream joint
venture partner with a minimum EUR 6,000,000 investment in relation to the Vulcan Lithium Project within 36
months of completion of the Acquisition.
Class I
- Will vest upon the Company announcing that it has secured either an off-take agreement representing a
minimum of 30% of production volume over a three-year term, or a downstream lithium chemicals joint venture
partner with a minimum EUR 6,000,000 investment in relation to the Vulcan Lithium Project within three years of
issue of the Performance Rights, with an expiry date of 1 December 2023.
Class J
- the Company announcing, within 36 months from the date of issue, a positive (JORC-Compliant) Definitive
Feasibility Study in relation to the Project confirming it is commercially viable; and
- the VWAP for Shares as traded on ASX over 20 consecutive trading days is equal to or greater than 225% of the
VWAP for Shares for the last 5 trading days up to but not including the date of the Meeting (the Reference Price).
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Class L
- the Company announcing, within 36 months from the date of issue, that it has secured either an off-take
agreement representing a minimum of 30% of production volume over a three-year term, or a downstream lithium
chemicals joint venture partner with a minimum of EUR 6,000,000 investment in relation to the Project; and
- the VWAP for Shares as traded on ASX over 20 consecutive trading days is equal to or greater than 200% of the
Reference Price.
Class H
- the Company announcing, on or before 18 May 2022, a positive Pre-Feasibility Study in relation to the Company’s
Zero Carbon Lithium Project™ confirming it is commercially viable.
Class N
- the Company announcing, on or before 21 May 2022, that it has secured either an off-take agreement
representing a minimum of 30% of production volume over a three-year term, or a downstream lithium chemicals
joint venture partner with a minimum of EUR 6,000,000 investment in relation to the Project.
Class P
- the Company announcing before 31 December 2022 a positive Definitive Feasibility Study in relation to the
Project confirming it is commercially viable.
Class Q
- Vesting on issue and converting to shares on a one for one basis on the date that is 12 months from the date of
issue.
Class R
- Vesting on issue and converting to shares on a one for one basis on the date that is 24 months from the date of
issue.
Class S
- one third vesting 12 months from the date of the 24 June 2021 General Meeting (EGM), one third vesting 24
months from EGM, one third vesting 36 months from EGM.
Class T
- the Company being issued a building permit for the first geothermal power plant or, in the case of a pure heating
project with no electricity production, the transfer station, on or before the Expiry Date of 1st December 2024;
Class U
– the Company being issued a building permit for the first Direct Lithium Extraction system, on or before the
Expiry Date of 1st December 2024.
Class V
- the Company being granted a permit according to BImSchG for the first lithium refinery, on or before the Expiry
Date of 1st December 2024;
Class W
- the Company announcing commissioning of the first commercial lithium extraction plant, on or before the
Expiry Date of 1st December 2024;
Class G
- Will vest upon the holder completing six months continuous employment with the Company, with an expiry date
of 1 December 2023.
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(iii) Details of performance shares issued in prior years:

Type

Fair
value
of
each
PS
(EUR)

Expected
volatility

Class
A*

0.09

N/A

4/09/2019

0.09

Class
B*

0.09

N/A

4/09/2019

Class
C

0.09

N/A

4/09/2019

Grant
date

Price
at
grant
date
(EUR)

Number
of PS

Total
value of
PS
(EUR)

Share
based
payment
expense
(EUR)

N/A

4,400,000

396,000

-

N/A

N/A

4,400,000

396,000

-

N/A

N/A

4,400,000

396,000

218,727

Vesting
hurdle
(5-day
VWAP)

Interest
rate

4/09/2020

N/A

0.09

4/09/2021

0.09

4/09/2022

Expiry
date

*Class A and B has no share-based payment expense for the year due to performance shares vested in the prior
year.
All performance shares listed above have been exercised as at 30 June 2022
Details of Performance Shares vesting conditions:
On 4 September 2019, the Company issued 13,200,000 Performance Shares (PS) issued to Vendors of the Vulcan
Lithium Project Acquisition which will each convert into a Share on a one for one basis on the satisfaction of
milestones. Based on management assessment, percentage of a share-based payment expense has been
recognised in the Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income.
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(iv)

Details of warrants issued in prior years:

On 10 September 2020, 25 November 2020, and 24 June 2021, shareholder approval was obtained to issue total
of 521,304 warrants to EIT InnoEnergy. On 16 September 2020, and on 8 January 2021, the Company issued
479,519 and 32,928 warrants respectively, with 8,857 warrants issued on 9 August 2021. All warrants were
exercised during the year. These warrants were valued using a Black-Scholes valuation, with the valuation model
inputs used to determine the fair value at grant date as follows:
Grant Date

10/09/2020

25/11/2020

24/06/2021

Expiry Date

16/09/2023

8/01/2023

9/08/2024

Share price at grant date
(EUR)

0.55

1.53

5.01

Exercise Price

0.00

0.00

0.00

479,519

32,928

8,857

0.55

1.53

5.01

70%

70%

70%

0.26%

0.11%

0.20%

265,495

50,352

44,361

-

-

-

49,662

38,812

41,086

Number of warrants
Fair value at grant date
(EUR)
Expected volatility
Risk free rate
Total value (EUR)
Balance at the end of the
year (No.)
Share based payment
expense (EUR)

All warrants have been exercised as at 30 June 2022.
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Set out below are summaries of performance rights granted and exercised:

Class F

As at 1 July 2021
1,250,000

Class G

250,000

-

-

250,000

Class H

990,000

-

(436,364)

553,636

Class I

1,000,000

-

-

1,000,000

Class J

2,500,000

-

-

2,500,000

Class K

-

-

-

-

Class L

1,000,000

-

(1,000,000)

-

Class M

1,500,000

-

-

1,500,000

Class N

1,500,000

-

-

1,500,000

Class P

310,000

58,000

-

368,000

Class Q

100,000

-

(100,000)

-

Class R

100,000

-

-

100,000

Class S

38,688

-

-

38,688

Class T

250,000

18,000

-

268,000

Class U

250,000

-

-

250,000

Class V

100,000

18,000

-

118,000

Class W

100,000

-

-

100,000

Class Y

-

60,000

-

60,000

Class Z

-

50,000

-

50,000

11,238,688

204,000

(2,786,364)

8,656,324
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Set out below are summaries of performance rights granted and exercised
As at 1 July 2020

Granted

Exercised

As at 30 June 2021

Class A

-

-

-

Class B

500,000

-

(500,000)

-

Class C

-

-

-

-

Class D

-

-

-

-

Class E

1,250,000

-

(1,250,000)

-

Class F

1,250,000

-

-

1,250,000

Class G

250,000

-

-

250,000

Class H

500,000

750,000

(260,000)

990,000

Class I

500,000

500,000

-

1,000,000

Class J

-

2,500,000

-

2,500,000

Class K

-

1,000,000

(1,000,000)

-

Class L

-

1,000,000

-

1,000,000

Class M

-

1,500,000

-

1,500,000

Class N

-

1,500,000

-

1,500,000

Class P

-

310,000

-

310,000

Class Q

-

100,000

-

100,000

Class R

-

100,000

-

100,000

Class S

-

38,688

-

38,688

Class T

-

250,000

-

250,000

Class U

-

250,000

-

250,000

Class V

-

100,000

-

100,000

Class W

-

100,000

-

100,000

4,250,000

9,998,688

(3,010,000)

11,238,688
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Accounting Policy
Share-based payments
Equity-settled and cash-settled share-based compensation benefits are provided to Key Management
Personnel and employees.
Equity-settled transactions are awards of shares, or options over shares, which are provided to employees in
exchange for the rendering of services. Cash-settled transactions are awards of cash for the exchange of
services, where the amount of cash is determined by reference to the share price.
The cost of equity-settled transactions are measured at fair value on grant date. Fair value is independently
determined using an appropriate valuation model that takes into account the exercise price, the term of the
option, the impact of dilution, the share price at grant date and expected price volatility of the underlying share,
the expected dividend yield and the risk free interest rate for the term of the option, together with non-vesting
conditions that do not determine whether the consolidated entity receives the services that entitle the
employees to receive payment. No account is taken of any other vesting conditions.
The cost of equity-settled transactions are recognised as an expense with a corresponding increase in equity
over the vesting period. The cumulative charge to profit or loss is calculated based on the grant date fair value
of the award, the best estimate of the number of awards that are likely to vest and the expired portion of the
vesting period. The amount recognised in profit or loss for the period is the cumulative amount calculated at
each reporting date less amounts already recognised in previous periods.
The cost of cash-settled transactions is initially, and at each reporting date until vested, determined by applying
an appropriate valuation model, taking into consideration the terms and conditions on which the award was
granted. The cumulative charge to profit or loss until settlement of the liability is calculated as follows:
a. During the vesting period, the liability at each reporting date is the fair value of the award at that date
multiplied by the expired portion of the vesting period.
b. From the end of the vesting period until settlement of the award, the liability is the full fair value of the
liability at the reporting date.
All changes in the liability are recognised in profit or loss. The ultimate cost of cash-settled transactions is the
cash paid to settle the liability.
Market conditions are taken into consideration in determining fair value. Therefore, any awards subject to
market conditions are considered to vest irrespective of whether or not that market condition has been met,
provided all other conditions are satisfied.
If equity-settled awards are modified, as a minimum an expense is recognised as if the modification has not been
made. An additional expense is recognised, over the remaining vesting period, for any modification that
increases the total fair value of the share-based compensation benefit as at the date of modification.
If the non-vesting condition is within the control of the consolidated entity or employee, the failure to satisfy the
condition is treated as a cancellation. If the condition is not within the control of the consolidated entity or
employee and is not satisfied during the vesting period, any remaining expense for the award is recognised over
the remaining vesting period, unless the award is forfeited.
If equity-settled awards are cancelled, it is treated as if it has vested on the date of cancellation, and any
remaining expense is recognised immediately. If a new replacement award is substituted for the cancelled
award, the cancelled and new award is treated as if they were a modification.
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Parent entity
Vulcan Energy Resources Limited is the parent entity.
Subsidiaries
Interests in subsidiaries are set out in note 25.
Associates
Interests in associates are set out in note 23.
(a)

Key Management Personnel Compensation

The aggregate compensation made to directors and other members of key management personnel of the
consolidated entity is set out below.

Short-term benefits
Post-employment benefits
Share-based payments

(b)

2022
€

2021
€

1,240,462
45,206
1,655,046
2,940,714

704,063
32,698
2,515,034
3,251,795

Transactions with associates

Loans to or from associates
During the financial year Kuniko Limited repaid the loan of €409,000 to Vulcan Resources Limited. There were
no loans to or from associates at 30 June 2022 (30 June 2021: €409,000).
(c)

Transactions with related parties

During the financial year payments for consultancy fees of €52,834 (2021: €26,946) were made to Alto Group Inc.,
a related party of Ms Annie Liu. There was no outstanding balance as at 30 June 2022 (2021 €11,056).
During the financial year payments for consultancy fees of €33,968 were made to JRB Consulting Ltd., a related
party of Ms Josephine Bush in respect of a Board mandated review of the Company’s Target Operating Model and
ESG reporting. There was no outstanding balance as at 30 June 2022 (2021 €Nil).
On 6 July 2021, the Company issued 5,698 shares and 45,587 performance shares to Dr Horst Kreuter for the
security consideration for the acquisition of Global Geothermal Holding UG (a company incorporated under the
laws of Germany) following shareholder approval at an EGM held in June 2021. Dr Kreuter is a shareholder of Global
Geothermal Holding UG.
The Company also completed the acquisition of GeoThermal Engineering GmbH (GeoT) on 2 July 2021 for €1. Dr
Kreuter is the sole shareholder of GeoT. Dr. Kreuter will also receive 50% of any payments received from certain
debtors to GeoT, if these payments are made to GeoT within 18 months of completion of the acquisition. GeoT
also repaid debt of approximately €140,000 (plus a nominal amount of interest) to Dr. Kreuter as part of
completion of the acquisition during the financial year.
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(c)

Transactions with related parties (cont.)

During the previous financial year, payments for corporate advisory services outside of Australia of €28,170 were
made to Viaticus Capital, a related party of Mr Rezos. Viaticus Capital also received fees of €30,834 for capital
raising fees associated with a placement undertaken in year ending 30 June 2021. The outstanding balance to
Viaticus Capital at 30 June 2021 was €43,504. The corporate advisory services agreement with Viaticus Capital
entered into in 2018 was amended by mutual agreement during the reporting period to exclude any capital raising,
M&A or related services
During the previous financial year Dr Kreuter was CEO of GeoThermal Engineering GmbH (GeoT). GeoThermal
Engineering GmbH provides engineering services to Vulcan Energie Ressourcen GmbH, wholly sub of the Vulcan
Energy Resources Ltd. During the last financial year, GeoThermal Engineering received €736,609 from Vulcan
Energie Ressourcen GmbH. There were no amounts outstanding at 30 June 2021 (2020: nil).
Loans to/from related parties
There were no loans to or from related parties at the 30 June 2022 (30 June 2021: nil).
Other than the above, there were no other transactions with related parties during the year ended 30 June 2022.
Terms and conditions
All transactions were made on normal commercial terms and conditions and at market rates.

NOTE 32 COMMITMENTS
Below are the commitments in relation to its exploration and evaluation assets:
2022

2021

€’000

€’000

Within one year

3,422

1,005

One to five years

6,293

1,362

9,715

2,367

The Company is also subject to capital commitments to the value of €18.362m (2021: €nil) relating to capital
commitments within 1 year and €3.6m (2021: €nil) 1 year but less than 5 years (2021: €nil).

NOTE 33 CONTINGENCIES
The Group has no contingent assets and liabilities as at 30 June 2022.

In the last financial year, as part of the acquisition of Vulcan Lithium Project, the Company agrees
to pay the following by way of deferred consideration of remaining 4,400,000 (13,200,000 less
8,800,000) Performance Shares to be issued to the Vendors, which will each convert into a Share on
a one for one basis on satisfaction the following milestones: (i.) 4,400,000 Shares on the Company
announcing that it has secured an off-take agreement representing a minimum of 30% of production
volume over a three-year term, or a downstream joint venture partner with a minimum $10,000,000
investment in relation to the Vulcan Lithium Project within 36 months of completion of the
Acquisition (Milestone 3), (together, the Deferred Consideration). Other than the above, there are
no other contingent assets or contingent liabilities as at 30 June 2021
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NOTE 34 AUDITOR’S REMUNERATION
2022

2021

€’000

€’000

Amounts received or due and receivable by RSM
Australia Partners for:
Audit or review of the annual financial report

197

59

-

2

79

-

276

61

Other services - RSM Australia Pty Ltd for:
– Corporate Finance
– Comfort letter in relation to listing prospectus

NOTE 35 ACCUMULATED LOSSES

Balance at beginning of the year
Loss after income tax for the year
Balance at end of the year

2022

2021

€'000

€'000

(9,571)

(2,845)

(18,851)

(6,726)

(28,422)

(9,571)

NOTE 36 PARENT ENTITY
2022

2021

€'000

€'000

Statement of Financial Position
ASSETS
Current Assets

117,542

72,426

Non-Current Assets

133,308

9,473

Total Assets

250,850

81,899

Current Liabilities

3,527

381

Total Liabilities

3,527

381

258,933

86,268

19,689

5,070

LIABILITIES

EQUITY
Issued Capital
Reserves
Accumulated
losses
Total Equity

(31,299)

(9,820)

247,323

81,518

Statement of Profit or Loss and other
comprehensive income
Loss for the year

(21,479)

(6,789)

Total Comprehensive Loss

(21,479)

(6,789)
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NOTE 36 PARENT ENTITY (CONT.)
Contingent liabilities
Other than disclosed at Note 22, the parent entity has no other contingent assets or contingent liabilities as at
30 June 2021 and 30 June 2022.
Capital commitments - Property, plant and equipment
The parent entity had no capital commitments for property, plant and equipment as at 30 June 2021 and 30 June
2022.
Exploration commitments
The parent entity has no exploration commitments.
Significant accounting policies
The accounting policies of the parent entity are consistent with those of the consolidated entity, as disclosed in
the financial statements, except for the following:
(i.)

Investments in subsidiaries are accounted for at cost, less any impairment, in the parent entity.

NOTE 37 DIVIDENDS
No dividend has been declared or paid during the year ended 30 June 2022 (30 June 2021:nil), and the Directors
do not recommend the payment of a dividend in respect of the year ended 30 June 2022
Accounting Policy
Dividends
Dividends are recognised when declared during the financial period and no longer at the discretion of the
Company.

NOTE 38 EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE
•

•

•
•
•

On 7 July 2022, the Company issued 241,252 ordinary shares, comprising:
• 182,897 ordinary shares, being a conversion of performance rights, which was part of
remuneration for services provided.
• 58,355 ordinary shares, being the share consideration via Partnership Agreement VUL as
Official Partner of Rosberg X Racing, obtaining global exposure of its Zero Carbon Lithium
brand & business through advertising & promo space via RXR team.
On 8 July 2022, Vulcan and Enel Green Power (EGP) signed a binding collaboration agreement to explore
and develop its Cesano license in Italy through a joint scoping study. Both companies also agreed to
evaluate the opportunity to cooperate on other geothermal lithium projects in Italy. The Cesano license
area will become co-owned 50:50 by Vulcan and EGP.
On 8 July 2022, Vulcan announced it received a positive result for its preliminary EIA application (UVPV) in its Taro license, to drill six wells for geothermal energy and lithium.
On 26 July 2022, Vulcan was granted a new exploration license, designated Ried, increasing the
Company’s license area in the Upper Rhine Valley Brine Field (URVBF) by 277km2 to a total of 1,440km2.
On 26 September 2022 Vulcan announced the appointment of Cris Moreno as Deputy Chief Executive
Officer (Deputy CEO), effective from 1 November, 2022. Mr. Moreno is an energy and chemicals industry
executive with over 20 years’ experience in successfully delivering major capital projects, including in
the lithium chemicals, cathode and LNG sectors. His technical background is chemical and process
engineering.

Apart from the above, no other matter or circumstance has arisen since 30 June 2022 that has significantly
affected, or may significantly affect the consolidated entity's operations, the results of those operations, or the
consolidated entity's state of affairs in future financial years.
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Directors’ Declaration
In the Directors’ opinion:
a)

b)
c)

The financial statements and accompanying notes are in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001,
including:
i) complying with Australian Accounting Standards, the Corporations Regulations 2001 and other
mandatory professional reporting requirements; and
ii) giving a true and fair view of the consolidated entity’s financial position as at 30 June 2022 and of its
performance for the financial year ended on that date.
The financial statements and notes comply with International Financial Reporting Standards.
There are reasonable grounds to believe that the Company will be able to pay its debts as and when they
become due and payable.

The Directors have been given the declarations required by section 295A of the Corporations Act 2001.
This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors made pursuant to section
295(5)(a) of the Corporations Act 2001 and is signed for and on behalf of the Directors by:

Gavin Rezos
Chairman
28 September 2022
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Responsibility statement by the Company's legal representatives
To the best of our knowledge, and in accordance with the applicable reporting principles, the
consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the net assets, liabilities, financial
position and results of the group, and the group management report includes a fair review of the
development and performance of the business and the position of the group, together with a
description of the principal opportunities and risks associated with the expected development of the
group.
Gavin Rezos
Chairman
28 September 2022
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Certification of German Chamber of public auditors
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Auditors’ report for German public listed companies
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